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FOREWORD

-

This selection of readings is designed to assist correctional
managers answer particular concerns which touch their mana-
gerial lives. The readings deaf with planning, organizing,
Understanding the client, and utilizing volunteers: their
utility is believed to range as wide as the topical areas
covered.

This managerial handbook is but one of several services pro-
vided by the Southeastern Correctional Management Training'
Council, all of which are designed to improve staff develop-
ment opportunities for correctional personnel in the South-
east. The Council is supported by a grant (#74-ED-04-0009)
from the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration, U.S.
Department of Justice, to the Corrections Division, Institute
of Government, University of Georgia. Nonetheless, neither
the financial assistance of LEAA nor the partial sponsorship
of the Corrections Division of the Institute of Government.
should be construed as an endorsement of any or all of the
textual material.

This compilation represents the workings of the Council's
entire staff, under the direction of Joann B. Morton, Director
ef the Southeastern Correctional Management Training Council.
Mr. Mark McConkie of the SCMTC staff is responsible for large
portions of the editing and his contributions are both ecog
nized and appreciated.

Special acknowledgment and appreciation is expressed to Lynne
Connolly for the tedious typing of the rough drafts, to
Mrs. Joan Hoffman who prepared the manuscript for printing,
and to Mrs. Ann Blum whose technical editing has helped give
this compilation its unique shape.

The principal'appreciation, -of course is given to the indi-
vidual authors, for it has been their combined expertise and
willingness to permit publication of their works which has
made this selection possible.

Donald D. Brewer
Administrator!
Corrections Division
Institute of government
University of Georgia
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The purpose of this publication is to make available to
correctional managers selected speeches and presentations
from the Southeastern Correctional Management Training
Council and other workshops and seminars. Our experience
has been that some remarkable presentations have been
restricted to the small numbers of people who could fit
into our workshop dimensions. This book was compiled so
that these speeches could be shared with a still wider
audience.

The first two speeches in this book deal with correctional
planning. The first, y Robert Smith, focuses on the per-
sondr role of the planner and concerns many of the "people"
elements of planning. On the other hand, Olin Minton's
examination of planning deals with the environment--tech-

. nological, legal,and social--in which planning transpires.

In the third speech, Gus Economos bases his explanations of
significant organizational phenomena in the reasoning that
Managers can function more ably when they understand the
organizations which they operate. A similar approach is
utilized by Jim Parham who seeks to have correctional mana-
gefs strengthen their managerial skills by first under-
'Standing the people they manage.

Gerald Wittman confronts the problems which society and
societal Harms impose upon "potential criminals," and there-
in subtly reminds correctional managers, of some of the
behaviors they should avoid. The final presentation, of
Sharon Harrell, illustrates how volunteers have effectively
een incorporated into human service organizations and
ffers valuable guidelines for volunteer usage.

No effort is made in this book to highlight any one particu-
lar theme. Rather, the preference has been to select some
iof the more informative and interesting presentations which
would not otherwise be available, and offer 'them to the

.

rece2p.ve managerial mind.

Joann B. Morton, Director
Southeastern Correctional
Management Training Council
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-A rel. I!1rJ ordinAtnr-fiT-VeiffiriMper
Services, District of Columbia Department of

Human _Resburces;- Institutional Care. Sqrvices
Division (four institutions serving committed
and detained delinquents and Persons in Need
of Supervision). Ms. Harrell, who holds a
B.S. in mathematics from Virginia Polytechnic
Institute, and completed one year, of post-
graduate study-at Yale Divinity School, began
her correctional experience as a volunteer
Creative Dramatics coach working with older
aggressive delinquent boys.. She has been
employed in juvenile correctional institutions
as a recreation-leader, special4ing in
crafts, dance, And drama, and as1Volunteer
coordinator. She has directed experimental
programs using prison inmates and college
students as volunteers with committed juve-
nile delinquents.
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THE CORRECTIONAL PLANNER

by ROBERT L. SMITH
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In an effort to answer the two questions, "Who am I?" (in relation
to "other groups" and in relation to i'my own agency") and "What Nis

my role?" as a planner, this speech outlines many characteristic?'
of the able, successful planner. A summary is provided of some of
the primary tasks which confront planners, particularly as they sug-
gest change. The proposing of change is seen as one of the central
roles of;planners.

This speech was delivered at an SCNTC workshop entitled: "Correc-

tional 'Planning I," May 9, 1972, at the Georgia Center *for Continu-
ing Education, Athens, Georgia: 4
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THE 0 CTIONAL PLANNER I ROBERT L. SMITH

The two major questions which I intend toaddress
today are, first, "Who am I?" both in relation to
my own agency and in relation to others. The
second is, "How do I carve out my mission?" Or,
in other words, "How do I 'non-bureaucrat-eeze',
create my role, and define the 'home turf'?"

I would rather begin by telling you who I was.
(Who I am has not been completely decided yet.)
Before becoming a pl nnerC was an administrator
of a line operation. Now, everyone knows what an
administrator is--he's a boss. He has subordi-
nates, and all the'sub rdinates have clearly
defined tasks and func ons, all of which are alike,
well understbod, and h ce valuable. I was useful,
(even valuable), because of the productive efforts
of line workers. Being a line worker or adminis-

, trator is good, comfortable, understandable,'and

\O
appreciated--at least more'so than being a staff
an.

At the present I am a staff man, and again, every-
one knows what a staff man is: someone who has a
nice office, is overpaid, gets to take trips, has
a good secretary, never has to work--and even.if
he does, what difference does it make?

Those of us, who do occupy staff positions may not
agree with the perception others have of us; but
nonetheless, such is our image. We are frequently
seen as troublemakers who do not work as much, or
as hard, as the line done. There is some justifi-
cation, some good reason, for line perceptions which
helps explain why the line does not always feel
favorably disposed toward staff people.

Who am I? First I'd better have a pretty strong
ego and at least one other human or animal that

12
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loves me,'because no one else will-r,,tnot in own
agency, at.least. .

1I'd.better be a "boat roker." Otherwise I am not
'planning. Planning involves.change and-change-is
what I was hired-to bring about.

I am a "conceptualizer." And should'be able to con-.
-ceptualize problems; particularly configurations of
problems, and relate them to things like-"objectives"
and "goals."

4
I am'a 'a writer nd a speaker. Obviously, I need to be
able to speak and write effectively since someone- -
frequently "me"--will have tb-write speeches and
sometimes-even d liVer.them for the agency.'

1 1.

an a "concptualizer." And should be able to conceptualize-

problems, partiCularly ceonfiguPati:ons of problems, and relate

them to things.:litke 'objectives" and "goali."

,- k.,. ,.',. -..

Ihetools of my: trade dre,id , c tzs , v r. dsr,a4d
..,.

am-44iliti. to use them,for pl eci-Jpiarposes.- ."

.'

I 'aggk*A eLlitician. Inadmublfideas 'must move through
.those peopie_having responsibility, 1 rieed, to kTibw.who
,can do what,'when, and undervficircumstandes. ' .

-11-4Bn-e..,,

,i Must be P sy patico.",viith the ideas Of,my boss._
Otherwi'se, Ould noework for him. Moreover, since

',it;was hid chOice, he would. not have selected me.ifI
.

were not easy:toget.along with
! ---_-,-

I-ava:gold-digger:,'I deVelop or proMote'projeCts thai..----,.
get funded,' Which frequently makes me more__ unpopular .

because they dbout%change and compadaie7-0ther-_-
. . ,

. .

-wise normal coirditiOhs.
, -

I am a "zho' man - -one of those willing-..*) tell_the boss
that he 'is wropg(and bosses sometimese,a'reustaike

_the rest of- 011.: ..
'

.
...---.,--

I am. traveler, bpcause I need-the ideas an&contact:
of others. a am here- (at this semifiarvOrkshop) '4ecause

4 .

' -
'<; '

.'
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of what I will learn from you. I travelibecause of
what I will learn from you. I travel bpcause even
though I say outrageous things to others, they may
still "love me" because I am an expert and because
they may be willing to do what I cannot get my own
agency, to do.

I am a man with a vision; I hear a distant drum; I
believe in something "special." Otherwise,. why
would I agrep to become a "schizi" planner? Prob-
lems arise however, because one never really knows
whether the vision is a mirage or a future reality.

Finally, I am sometimes a pretty lonely and unsure
person (inside theearmor plate I've developed) be-
cause I can't turn to anyone and say, "Am I right?"
or, "Is this really the way we want to go?" or, "Are
these really the decisions we want to make?"

Periodically the question arises, "What is the plan-
ning function?" Quite frankly, no one seems to know!
Planning itself is simply an intellectual process,
one in which alternative solutions to a problem are
studied and recommended to decision-makers.

It is a process by which historical arn current
information is correlated with.valid and reasonable
estimates of probable futures so as to provide al-
,ternative courses of action toward the realization
of specific goals. There is no mystery about plan-
ning--only the planning function.

Planni itself is simply an intellectual process, one in

which al tive solutions to a problem,are studied and

recommended to decision-makers.

Those of us who have the opportunity of participating
in organizational planning will of necessity need to:.

1. Expand our knowledge in many areas, includ-
ing administrative techniques and princi-
ples,

2. Increase the efficiency and effectiveness of
agency operations if we are to be successful
in doing our job.

5
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3. Gain status, renown, and respectwen
though grudgingly.

4.4. Incur the suspicion, wrath, and enmity of
our peers, subordinates, and anyone else
remotely affiliated with what .we do.

The primary two-fold task of the planner-aspirant
is, first, to identify and to understand the exist-
ing bureaucratic process and, second, to acquire
the ability to adapt to the basic organizational
environment. I submit that few succeed and that
those who do survive are something more than merely
mortal!

The average executive, in his usual optimistic and
enthusiastic fashion, wiZZ commit himself to the
rigorous environment of planning without proper con-
sideration of the demands of the role. The key is
preparation and total involvement.

As Staff and planners, remember:

1. Planning advocates orderly, progressive
interpretation, design, and involvement in,
with, and toward the objectives of the
organization.

2. Planning implies, involves, and demands
change!

Keeping in mind these two things, now introduce the
real world where organizational stabilitleis the
primary purpose of the bureaucracy, where authority
and responsibility, as designated b positioning of
roles and titles, denotes, among other things, the
relative status and superiority of one person as
against another.

If one is an advocate for change, the advocacy may
not be favorably received. It may,even be trau-
matic since it disrupts environmental stability;
implies loss of security, title; and role; and
gurther generates anxiety in those. individuals that
must now compete for new positions. Of equal con-
cern is the image created by change. An organiza-
tion that advocates change does not imply that it
is making an orderly progression toward carefully
substantiated goals and objectives; rather, it
raises a spectre of inherent error, stubborn in-
competency, and devious evasion of accountability.

6
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For a planner, ambition; energy, pers al ethics,
and initiative are not enough to ens e success.
The role exacts total involvement an personal
commitmeni_.

The planner must have the cunning of a tax con- -;

sultant, the aplomb of a topless waitre s, and the-
guts of a truck driver. Then, he must b able to
,project the simplicity and unaffected innocence of
an actor in a television commercial.

To conclude, the planner is a man of unorthodox
beliefs, among the more important of which are:

1. He believes in his own capabilities and con-
stantly tries to expand the scope of his
knowledge.

2", He believes in the future of his organi-
zation and, therefore, continuously pushes
innovative concepts to the fore.

3. He believes he can accomplish any reasonable
task, and usually does.so without thought of
any reward other than doing a good job.

4. He, believes that even in organizations some
rationality prevails and that sound argu-
ments, good ideas valid plans, and careful
implementation do bring about change.

To summarize in Machiavellian terms, I would say that
the planner is the fox who helps the lions become ,
better hunters in the hopes that he will share in
the spoils, but will not become the dessert.

16
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CORRECTIONAL PLANNING

by OLIN C. MINTON

AK I rAVA
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Integrating the findings and conclusions of the Adviaory Com-
mission on Intergovernmental Relations) a study by the California
Human Relations Agency, resolutions of the Nation&i Association
of County Commissioners, and persona experience. MintOn focuses
on some of the "less apparent and more elusiVe concernP,dritical
to correctional planners. Preferring rehabilitative to punitive
approaches, Minton urges usage of an integlvted correctionaZ sys-
tem, emphasizing the current trend of community resource utiliza-
tion as a must and a boon. Considered attention is given to the
proper partnership roles of state and Local governments--another
perspective which Minton urges upon planners.

This speech was delivered at an SCMTC workshop entitled "Correc-
tional Planner's Workshop," July 19, 1972, at the Georgia Center
for Co2tinuing Education, Athens,' Georgia,

9
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AP

CORRECTIONAL PLANNING 1 OLIN C. MINTON

Virtually ev ry qualified professional in the field
of correcti ns who has been called upon to describe
existing correctional systems in our nation has used
such terms as "nontsystem," "fragmented," "uncoordi-
nated," "overlapping jurisdictions," "contradicting
philosophies," and "hodgepodge.". Most of what
exists today grew piecemeal* motivated bar, crisis

_

situations. The few notable exceptions ale rare.
The ineffective correctional jungles we have created
stand as monuments to our failure to plan. The
question of whether planning is desirable or neces-
sary is no longer, worthy of debate. How to organize

and plan for effective and efficient corrections has
become the central issue.

At first glance, the correctional planning process
seems to break down logically into three major
steps:'

1. An assessmentof the existing system or
nonsystem;

2. The collection, analysis, and synthesis
of essential data; and

3. Formulation of a master correctional plan.

The question of whether planning is desirable or necessary

is no longer worthy of debate. How to organize and plan for

effective and efficient corrections has become the central

issue.

Obviously, this over-simplifies a very complex pro-

Cess. It is not my intention to dwell on the
mechanics and details of designing a feasibility

11
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study, as important as this part of the process may
be. This aspect of correctional planning has been
covered in great detail by the National clearing-
house for Correctional Programming and Architecture
and made available to all planners.

Having experienced the correctional planning process
for a juvenile system, an adult system, and a master
criminal justice system (all at the local level), I
want to share some of the less apparent and more
elusive concerns that are equally critical to the
planner. They have to do with those thinking pro-
cesses one goes through without conscious awareness.
In a sense, these really determine what will emerge
as the final product in the form of a correctional.
system.

//

The very essence of planning Zies in the ability to visualize

the completed system, asseps what exists, supply the missing

parts, and skillfully integrate them into the final design.

One could gather the most extensive array of accu-
rate data on correctional componerits, make the most
sophisticated computerized projections possible,
and still be miles away from planning a good correc-
tional system. The mere collection of good building
materials does not assure the architect a beautiful
or functional structure. The thinking process of
the correctional planner in many ways resembles that
of the architect. The very essence of planning lies
in the ability to, visualize the completed system,
assess what exists, supply the missing parts, arid
skillfully integrate them into the final design.

The planning process begins with a painful, soul-
searching analysis of one's own beliefs and con-
cepts:

What is our basic philosophy?

What are our guiding principles?

What are our goals?

.When written out, it- serves as the basis for virtu-
ally every decision,in the planriing process.' It
provides a sense of direction-for the planning

i
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piocess and assures continuity, of the parts of the
final product.

BASIC ASSUMPTIONS

To'avoid wasting time, it would seem reasonable to
make several basic assumptions rather than to re-
view the voluminous correctional documents that
concern philosophy, principles, and goals. These
basic assumptions are:

R4

1. Custody for'rehabilitation rather than
custody for punishment etribution is
the accepted philosophy.

2. Alternatives to incarceration should'be
utilized to the fu,laest-extent possible.

3. Incarceration in 6-cure correctional
facilities should be regarded as a last
resort.

4. Correctional components within a local

0
community offer a greater potential for
rehabilitation than remotely located
facilities and;programs.

1,1

5. A coordinated/effort of all segments of
the criminal justice system will yield -

better results than any single effort.

6. There are no simple, quick,solutions to
the prevention and control o5 crime, and
th1re are-no panaceas, Note: The pre-
vention and, control of crime is enmesheg
in four major areas--(a) improvement of

"the criminal justice systemp (b) improve-,
ment of those social conditions that con-
tribute to crime; (c) legislative action;
and (d) community concern and personal
involvement.

7. It is imperative that the correctional
components of a community be organized into
a correctional syStem that is both aware
and responsiveto the problems and phi-
losophies of the courts and police.

CORRECTIONAL. SYSTEM

Of these seven basic assumptions,' it is the last
that will govern the entire approach to correctional

13



planning. One must develop a sensitivity to pos-
sible "chain. reactions" throughout the criminal
justice system as well as in corrections. For
example, a policy to reduce a jail population
through increased use of R.O.R. hinges on the phi-
losophy of the judges, the attitudes of the public,
the willingness of the prpbation department to
assume new roles, the sheriff's cooperation in the
booking'process, the gathering of new kinds of
information on the offenders, and the development
of a related procedure for pretrial intervention.
Each significant change in one part of the system
tends to ripple throughout the entire system.

o

Most_populous geographic regions will have several
jails, some form of probation and parole, possibly
a workhouse or stockade, limited programs, possibly
a half-way house, and, in all probability, no cen-
tral organized administration. Costly duplication
of efforts will be found at every turn, and to
further complicate matters, each jurisdiction will
tend to strongly resist anything that would threaten'
its autonomy. It is hardly realistic to attempt to
take any one or two parts of such a fragmented sys-
tem and_pretend to do _a conscientious job of cor-
rectional planning, yet this is the piecemeal
approach we have used for years. The results are
only too apparent.

Once the decision has been made to analyze all of
the correctional components with an eye toward
organizing them into an efficient correctional sys-
tem, another important area of research remains
that is basic to good planning: What, for instance,
are the national trends in corrections? What are
the existing policies and _trends within the state
and local governments?

Of all public institutions, corrections has proba-
bly been more resistant to progress and change than
any other. In the last twenty-five years, our pro-
gress can generally be characterized as a gradual
change toward rehabilitation+ abolition of brutality,
improved living conditions, and an effort to make
incarceration less destructive and embittering.
LEAA has come under much criticism of late, mostly
,based on isolated cases. No one would condone
either illegal or improper conduct. Yet to paint
a picture of mismanagement in LEAA based on these
isolated incidents seems neither objective nor
scientific. LEAA was born with a sense of urgency,

0 14
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was thrust into the sea of responsibility, and was //

given little time and limited manpower,to accom- //

plish the difficult, if not the impossible. Yet /
LEAA may well prove to be the catalyst that pro-
duces the most productive era in correctional and
criminal justice history for achieving reform4

Of all public institutions, corrections has pro ably been

more resistant to progress and change than any' other.

Today we do have a greater opportunity to expedite
reform and achieve progress in our criminal jus-
tice system than ever before. Largely responsibly
for creating this opportunity, LEAA has provided
the leadership that has pointed the way for our
current national trends. It is imperative that we
'know these trends so we can realistically put
them into proper perspective with state and lobal
policies that govern corrections. Some of the
emerging trends appear to be:

1. Correctional facilities of the future will
be relatively small (perhaps no more than
200 to 300), located close to high commit-
ment areas where an abundance of community
resources are available, and non-prison-
like appearance. New materials will

v de sufficient securitt without the
need for traditional steel bars and grilles;
new technology will greatly reduce the need
for towers; institutions will be more open
and flexible to accommodate prisoner move-
ment and changing programs; smaller housing
modules will replace massive cell blocks;
and more individual rooms will afford pri-
vacy and protection.

. The use of community resources and volun-
teer services will be greatly expanded.

Universities will become more actively
invorved in training personnel and measur-
ing and evaluating programs.

4. Alcoholics, Selected drug offenders, and
incompetents will be regarded primarily as

15
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medical problems and be removed from the
correctional system whenever possible.

5. Diagnosis and classifications will become
a regular part of a correctional system.

6. Personnel in corrections will have higher
qualifications and participate in more //
correctional training programs.

7. The classification .of prisoners into felons
and misdemeanants will slowly but consis-
tently give way to a classification system
based on individual characteristics rather
than length of-sentence.

8. New concepts on state-local partnerships
will gradually develop, giving each its
most meaningful role.

*STATE-LOCAL ,RELAT IONS

Probably one of the most perplexing problems con-
.

fronting-correctional'planners today concerns the
interrelationships of state and local governments.
'What is the vole of each to be?

There seems to be at least three alternatives:
(a) all controls at the state level, (b) all controls
at the local level, and (c),some form of a partner-
ship arrangement between the two levels of govern-
ment. Out of the complex array of responsibilities
that mu.9t ultimately be fixed to either state or
localgovernment, only two emerge with reasonable
clarity: (1) in most instances, local government
needs financial assistance in,some form from the
larger tax base of the state; and (2) apparently,
a small percentage of offenders will have to .be
removed fro eir local community and placed in a
state-oper ted program or facility that serves a
larger geo raghic area. IA any case little can be
accomplishe in the way of sound correctional plan-
ning until this basic.issue of state-local relations
has been deFided.

It is reasonably clear that more and more offenders
will be treated in the local community a d less
dependence will be placed on remote stat institu-
tions. There can be no question that th problem
of crite lies in the local community, that the
local community has a responsibility and a concern
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in the preveptioh and control of its crime. It is
equally true that the state shares this concern abbut
crime and in some manner must lend financial support
if there is to be progress. The real question is:
who can'do the lob most efficiently and effectively.
Is it,the state or local government? The answer is
probably neither by itself. Instead, a partnership
or marriage of the two must be arranged.

In any case little can be accomplished in they of sound
o

correctional planning until this basic issue of state-loCal

relations has been decided.

Probably no single ingredient in the correctional
process is more important than the intense interest,
concern, and involvement of the local community in
the correctional process. To diminish this enthusi-
asm and community pride in any way will negate cor-
rectional efforts. It is the state's responsibility
to assure local communities of a meaningful role and
voice in the correctional process. Since the prob-
lems of each community are unique, they will not
automatically fit into a ready made plan that rigidly
,controls or denies the oppOrtunity for local innova-
tion and experimentation.

Certain functions and responsibilities rather clearly
belong to the state. Two of these--financial assis-
tance and operation of state facilities for long-term
offenders--have already been mentioned. Others are:
the setting of state standards, certain staff train7
ing functions, research, serving as a correctional
information center, computerized central records,
inspection service, technical assistance, leadership
in stimulating inter-local cooperation for corrections
on an areawide basis, keeping local communities,
advised on national trends,Nand measurement and
evaluation.

The local governments should retain operational
responsibility for short-term programs and-facilities
based within their communities. States tend to move- -'
into vacuums created by disinterested or inactive
communities. Rather than assuming operational
responsibilities, the state should make its presence
known in.these communities by stimulating leadership,
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and by providing services, encouragement, persuasion,
advice, and financial assistance.

All correctional planning at any level will have to
concern itself with establishing partnerships between
state and local governments. Two important documents
produc d in the last year address themselves to, this
difficu t and important question. One is a report by
the A isory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations,
dated January 22, 1971,. entitled, "State-Local Rela-
tions i the Criminal JusticqS19tem." Recommendation
number 34,is as follows!

The Commission conclude ,that while state governments
have an overriding res nsibility to ensure the pro-
vision of certain correctional services on a state-wide
basis, including responsibility for assignment and
transfer of convicted prisoners, other correctional
activities can be more appropriately handled byjqocal
governments. 4

The Commission recommends that the states assume full'
financial, administrative, and operational responsi-
bility for juvenile and long-term adult correctional
institutions, parole, juvenile after-care, and adult
probation. The Commission further recommends that
local governments retain operational and a share of the
fiscal responsibility for short-term adult institutions
and jails, adult and juvenile detention,' and misdemea-

nant and juvenile probation, and that states establish
and monitor minimum standards of servi.ce, furnish., plan-
ning and technical assistance, and provide a reasonable
share of the costsof such activities.

In Chapter Two, "Findings and RecomMendations," the
Commission points out the dangers of a complete
assumption of local corrections by the state:

The stress on system should not be interpreted as an
argument for a monolithic criminal justice structure
in which all components are directed by a single
operating head: Such a proposal is antithetical to
democratic precepts and to the constitutional dodtrine
of separation of legislative, executive, and judicial
powers. In addition, this focus should not be viewed
as an ill-disguised effort to effect a massive shift
in responsibilities and duties from local to state
jurisdictions. Much pf the sys.tem required to control

criminal activity must operate at the community level,
under local control, and with a high degree of com-
munity involvement and support.

18
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While cautioning against completestate assumption,
the Commission recognizes the advantages of a good
working relationship with the state:

The states' superior geographic base, power position.,
and fiscal resources enable them to furnish planning,
technical, and financial assistance to county and city
correctional efforts, to serve as a catalyst in t$,4

achieving inter-local cooperation in the operation of
facilities or the performance of services on an area-
wide basis, or to step in and operate correctional
programs themselves.

To flirtper indicate the trend toward state-local
partnerships, I quote from Recommendatipn Number
18, Keldgord Report*:

New State-Local Partnership.

The State and counties should into a' new

"partnership" with clearly redefi ed roles and
responsibilities. The State should assume the pri-
mary overa I 1 ar(d enabling r:esponsibrl ity for orrec-

tions. This Should include subinventories and the
lowing services to the counties: consultation,

r search, trairyffil, planning, standard-,se(ting,
nspections, Ad enforcement. The State shouldalso

provide those few direct services, such as long-term
confinement, which the counties are unable topro-
vide. The counties should assume primary- responsi-

s
bi I ity for the del ivery of correctional -services.

The ,whole matter of state-local relations is one of
the most critical issues confronting those who have
responsibility for developing correctional plans.
It, in turn, raises the question, "What is the
responsibility of the State Planning'Agency, and
what role is it to play in arriving at policy?" -If
there is to be total control by a state agency,
there is little "need for coriectibnal planning at
the local level. It will be done -for them. The
state may ask the local community to participate
as a polite gesture in a genuine effort to involve
them. But, in either instance, the state makes
final determinations rathibr than advising,

*

State of California, Human Relations Agency,
Board' of Corrections, "California Correctional Sys-
tem- Study - -Final Report' (Sacramento, California,
July, 1971).

)-9
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',assisting, and persuading. The local.community
loses its identity and is molded into the restrict-

- *tive pattern of a multi-layered bureaucracy.

If there is to be total control by a state agency, there is

-little need for correctional planning -at the local level.

On the other hand, unless the' state has a meaning-
.

ful role with local communities, we are likely to
continue with the same crazy quilt pattern of-cor-
rections we now know. It would be desirable but
unlikely, for example, to expect every county to
have a professional person who keeps up-to-date on,
national trends and new developments in the field.
The Collection and dissemination of professional
information is clearly a state function.

State planning agencies are somewhat handicapped
in meeting their responsibilities on the issue of
state-local relations. They are usually located-
nearabtate directors of corrections and probation,
and indirectly both have the same employer. Where
there are, close and frequent,associations, either
social or business, the iews of one dominant inoli-
vidual may become those of his close associates.
To remain totally object ve under these circum-
btances requires tenacity and the courage of one's
own convictions. On the other hand local govern-
ment is scattered, unorganized, remote and has a
small5voice.. But without asAncere effort -to
involve-representatives of local goverriment with
opposing viewpoints in formulating policy on state--
local relations, it will likely become an exercise
j.n futility, resulting in a disservice to the state.

Last month (Juyi, 1972) the National Association of
County Commissioners met win Washington, D.C. The,
problems of corrections an4 state-local relations
had significant visibility on their agenda. Near
the conclusion of their meeting they adopted a
platform which stated:

3.2.3 Corrections--An overall strengthening of co -
munity treatment for offenders and a Much greater
commitment of resources"to their

iehabiliption

ar

d
the main areas where action is ed to make
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correctional treatment more effective in reducing
the crime return rate.

To improve state and local corrections, NACC
supports the following:

> (1) Community-Based Treatment- -States and counties
should place increased emphasis on correctional pro-
grams within local communities aimed at flexible
treatment programs including the provision of job
training, educational, and counseling services.

(2) Rehabilitative Programs--Fedetal and state pro-
grams should be established with adequate funding to
counties in improving correctional programs with a
view toward establishing practical and relevant work
experiences. In these programs greater use should be
made of work release and education release programs,
half-way houses and similar rehabilitative programs
to ease the offender's reintegration into society and
prevent recidivism.

If

(3) State and Local Correctional Responsibilities
States should assume full financial responsibility for
correctional institutions and supportive actTvitjes.
However, counties should continue to administer short
term adult institutions and jails, adult and juvenile
detention; and misdemeanant and juvenile probation.

(4) Establishment of Standards--States and counties
should jointly plan and develop state standards for
adequate adult and juvenile detention services, per-
sonnel and facilities.

(5) Region orrectional Facilities--States should
....9uotteN.ze and *wage local governments through
financial incentives and techniCal assistance to cgri-

4. tract with counties for the custody of their prisoners,
-'or enter into agreements with other local units for
the joint establishment and administration of regional
correctional facilities to handle such offenders.

(6) Quality of Personnel--State and county govern-
ments should improve recruitment, compensation and
specialized training to attract and provide suffici-
ent numbers of high quality personnel to the correc-
tions system. Minimum standards of qualification and
training should be established and greater use made
of para - professional, and volunteer aides.

This platform makes it abundantly clear that local
governments, on.a national scale, intend to make
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their collective voices heard and assume a meaning-
ful role in the correctional process.

In conclusion, I did not intend in any way to mini-
mize the importance of designing geasibility studies
and collecting basic data. The comprehensive
efforts of the National Clearinghouse. on Correctional
Planning have provided us with excellent guidelines.
Instead, I have tried to emphasize those more elu-
sive thought processes that are so important in
arriving at a master correctional plan.

I am convinced that the next decade will be marked
by unparalleled growth and progress in the field of
corrections. Our most crying need during this period
is for wise and courageous leadership. Planners have,
no alternative but to assume a major part of that
responsibility.
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ORGANIZING AND ORGANIZATIONS

by GUS ECONOMOS

D-4"-Y16

MAIM
YakOAST A

V VA!
As a prelude to an examination of decision-making, Economos

.

looks at organizations, and how they operate. Stating that
decision-making is only effective when decision-makers under-
stand their orga izational environment, he begins.io answer
three seminal que tions: why do we exist? what is success?
and,, by what s rds do you wish to.be.evaluated? To assist
in answering thes and other questions, he focuses on such
issues as goal se ting, planning, training, preparation, the
chaotic state of rganiZations, and problem-solving.

This speech was delivered at an SCAITC workshop entitled
'Parole Wbrksho November I, 1971.
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ORGANIZING AND ORGANIZATIONS 1 GUS ECONOMOS

0

I am very happy to be with you today. Not so much
to tell you what I know, because if I did that,
we'd-be drinking coffee in about fifteen minutes.
If we looked at the things that we don't know, that
would probably take a., couple of weeks and we would,
end up feeling bad. Maybe what we should do is find
some of the things we don't know, because they are
the things that bother us.

Time after time we say, "You know, all I need is a
little more information." Then you get that infor-
mation and plug it in and, lo and--behold, there is
no answer. All you have is a handle to the door to
where the problem is. When you get up enough nerve
to open up that door, there's t4 problem--about the-
size of the.,Gran&Canyon.

You look at it and say, "Good grief, what am I go-
ing to do with this?

you try to go around it and you 'can't. Then you,
±emember that somebody said, "Those who stand and
wait, also serve."

So you tell yourself, "Come on, let's get busy:"
And you begin to solve this problem with existing
knowledge.

The work goes very slowly, and you ILDnder if you
are ever going to get the job done.' After: years
have gone by and you have started solving. the prob-
lem, a youngster walks by, and says, "Hey, old man,
what have you beers, doing?"

"I've been working on this problem so we can go on."

He ldoks at it, and says, "Groovy, but what else
%have you been doing?"

You sdy, "What do you mean 'what else have I been
doing'?"
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And so he says, "It doesn't look like a very diffi-
cult problem."

"No, but that's because I've gotten it nearly solved."

But he is still not impressed. That's when you pick
up a shovel and want to let him have it right between
the eyes,"but you don't do it, for two reasons.
First, he looks a great deal like you did a few
years ago, and second, you know that after a few
steps, he will find his Grand, Canyon.

The things we talk about today are very clear and
obvious. That's the beauty of truth. Once we find
it, oh, how simple it is! But how hard it is to
find. The more I look at life the more frealize
that one doesn't.have to be brilliant. All one has.
to do is avoid the major mistakes.

I Zike to think of an organization as a vehicle, An organi-

zation is a vehicle that makes it possible to bri different

kinds of people with different talents rind skills gether to

get a job done. It's a vehicle which we can design 'n any

way that we want to--we can custom design it.

Let me spend a little time talking about organiza-
tions and how, they do their work.' What I-prefer to
do is first rook at organizations and at their prob-
lems, and then see where decisions fit in.

I like to think of an organization as a vehicle.
organization is a vehicle that makes it possible

to bring different kinds of people with different
talents and skills together to get a job done, It's
a vehicle which we can design in any way that we
want to--we can custom design it.

'Unfortunately, we have a lot of people who don't be-
e that there are universal principles of organi-
ion. This 'is one of o'ur real problems. To

illustrate that there are universal principles,
when I was on an airplane about three-quarters of
the way to Uganda, I really got scared. "Holy cow,
what am I doing here?" I said. "What am I going to
do when I get there end those people start asking
me questions?"
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We've got to be able to custom design our organization's,

while keeping in mind that there are.,universal principles

of organization.

But it was quite interesting. About half an hour
after I started talking to the men, they said,
"Look, we've got some special problems. One of
the difficulties we have is that we keep telling
our subordinates what we want them to do, and hey
don't believe us. We go up to them and say, 'Did
you do it?' They say, 'Did you want us to do it?'
We reply, 'I told you ,t`o do it!' I know,' they
say, 'but you tell us other things, too.'"

After a-very short time, I found out that they
have the same kinds of problems that we have. And
it really didn't make much difference whether we
weretalking about organizations in our country or
in theirs. .

We'Ve got to be able to custom design our organiza-
tions, while keeping in mind that thereare univer-
sal principles.of organization. The trouble is that
when many people fin -ally do accept these universal
principles of organization, they try to build Ani-
versal organizationsorganizations that can do

0 anything and everything. Such organizations defy
custoi design.

'To a great.extent,,not only must we design our .

organizations, but we've got to realize that if we
d9n't, other people will do it fon ts. And those
other people may be tho'se we are supposed to be
serving or those we are wOrking with.-

,

Essentially we want to be able to 'understand and
direct organizations. But with all the knowledge
we have, gre still know very little about them. One
of the reasons is that we still don't really under-
stand, this thing called .Nnian."

Chris Argyris had a wonderful way of looking at it.
He said there are two ways of looking at man in an
organization.' One is as an adolescent;) the other
is as an adult. An adolescent, Argyris said, has

. a short-time perspective.. An adult has a long-
time perspective. An adolescent has few skills,
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while an adult has many skills. An adOlescent has
little self-discipline; an adult has a great deal
of self-discipline. An adolescent usually follows
orders, while an adult has worked with people, and
followed and given orders. Argyris went on to
spell out very carefully the difference b tween an
adolescent and an adult.

Then he said, "I want two years off."

So his department head said, "Yes, and what are you
going to do, .Chris ?"

"I want to wander around, look at different organi-
zations, and ask one simple question: 'Ts this
organization designed for adolescents? Or is it
designed for adults?'". He` came back after two years
and reported that 85% of the organizations he d
studied were designed for adolescents.

There are two ways of looking at man in an organization.

One is as an adolescent; the other is as an adult.

Ak Among the real problems we are fa with today is
how to build Organi.zatio%; how4to ha le our people
and 'give them the oppOrtunity to, do what they can
and to be able to contribute; and how to spell out
our long-range goals. Relevant to the last, I found
out that I can ask a very embarrassing question:
"Why do we exist?" If you really look at j.t, it's.
interesting how difficult that.question can be. It
is one of the real problems we_have at universities,
especially when the kids take -the- university over
from us. We keep saying, "Come and give it back to
us."

"Why? What do you want it for? You weren't doing
anything with it anyway!"

And all of a sudden many of the things we felt were
pretty holy and pretty right are being questioned.
When they' ask us why we were doing them, we say
"Because. And we're going to keep on doing them.
Because."

We need to be very careful about our long-range
goals. We have*to spell out the long -range goals
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of every department and do it well. Then we must
see if the activities in our organization really
fit these goals.

When they ask us why we were doing them, we say "Because. And ,

we're going to keep on doing them. Because."

Can you imagine what would happen if you were to
sit down*now, and in a few-minutes write out the
long-range goals of you-rOrganizations and of your
departments? And try to make them clear so that
we can use w4.0 you sayo evaluate the activities
and decide i'fiat kind of things you ought to be
doing?

Go up to someone and say, "Hey, what is your job?"
And4dten to what he has to say. Sometimes the
answers are really quite frightening. Or, "What
is success?" In the correctional area this be-
comes an extremely difficult question. Question
number three (this is the $64 question) is:
"By what standards do you want to be measured?"

How would you answer that question? If someone
said to you, "Look, what I'd like to know is whether
you are doing a good job or not. -Now, tell me, how
do you want me to evaluate you?"

Think of. the people who are working for you. How
do you evaluate them? As a faculty member now for
about fifteen or sixteen years, I've been called
into the dean's office three times to be repriman-
ded. The first time occurred because the dean had
two- and three-page announcements which he required
faculty members to read. They were the most
terrible-things, but of course I had to read them.
I kept throwing them into and then reading them out
of the waste paper ba'sket. This he thought was my
way of saying something about his memos.

If someone said to you, "Look what I'd like to know is

whether you are doing a good job or not. Now, tell me,

how do you want me to evaluate you?"
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A second time I was called into the dean's office
because my grades were ,late. Now you don't have to
do a particularly good job of grading, just get all
the grades in on time. I had done a terrible thing:
I had had my .students write papers, and I was correc-
ting them. He kept saying, "You're late," and I
said, "Yes, but'I'm working very hard." I showed
him what I was doing, and he said, "That's great,
but you're late, and the computer Can't wait."

I was called in a third time because I hadn't arran-
ged my.schedule and gotten my new classes in, and
again the computer was waiting. The point is that
in my sixteen years I've never seen a faculty-member
called into an office to be questioned about how,
good a job he was doing. I've never seen a faculty
member have his work reviewed as long as he got his
paper work done. I've never seen anyone challenged
in terms of the impact he was having on the students.
And so, within the universities, if you want to get
along well, just keep feeding the computer on time,
smile, and be kind.

By what standards do you want to be measured? This
is a very important question because very often if
you ask peop how they want to be measured, it also
tells you w heysee their job. Think'of Vince--
Lombardi. here are all kinds of stories about Lom-
bardi and wh ther they are true or not isn't at this
point particu rly important. Nevertheless, one
story is that the first time he showed up at the
Green Bay Packers' training camp, he called the team
together because he wanted to talk to them on the
field. He asked if all were present, and they said,
"Yeah, coach, here but Paul Hornung."
Lombardi asked where Hornung was, and he was told,
Hornung was at the other end of the field modeling
some clothes and was expected back in a few
minutes.

The players said Lombardi ran over to Hornung, pushed
the photographer over, grabbed Hornung in his beauti-
ful jacket, and said, "Son, do you know why we're
here?"

Hornung said, "Yeah, we're here to play football."

Lomba is answer was classic, He said "Son, we're
not here to play anything--we're here to win! You
may have played in college. Here we win. You better
get into that huddle right now or else."
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So there was Hornung, the best dressed man inthe
huddle, listening to the coach.

Lombardi then turned to Hornung and said, "What do
you play?"

He said, "I play left tackle, little right half-
back, a little fullback and I é ked out as a
quarterback. I play a little tig t nd, and this
year I'd like to play split end and so for the deep
ones."

Lombardi just ooked at him and said, "Look, son,
you're going tand next te,Zylor, and if it's
a running play nd Taylor ain't igót the hail, you
got it!"

a

By what standards do you want to be measured? Thii is,a very

important question because very often if you ask people how

they want t)), be measured, it also tells you how they see

their-job.

a.

I think one of the things we can do within our own
organizations is be very careful that people know
what their job is, what success is, and by what
standards they are to be measured. And I'm willing
to wager that if we ask--what is your jab? what is
success? and by what standards do you want to be
measured?--we're going to get a very wide range of .

ideas.

The next,question to ask is: "Where is the infor-
mation by which I can measure you?" You ask this
question because people typically give standards
which da not provide, any information about them-
selves. By way of illustration, here are two
answers that really frighten me. The first comes
from the man who says, "One of the things I want to
be measured by is the fact that this year we didn't
have any real bad scandals." Of course the best
-way to achieve that is- -not-to -do--anything,-and to
spend the rest 'of the time covering it up. Or
another answer' that's just as bad is, "I stayed in
the budget." If there's anything that bothers me,
it is this "I stayed iii the budget" mentality.
Very often we make such a fettish out of staying in
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the budget, that after awhile we forget what we're
trying to-do.

We also need to ask, "How are you doing?" And,
"What are you doing about it?" But don't ask these

Nquestions until youyve answered them yourself! And
once you've answered them for yourself, then sit
down with your people and go over these questions,
and go over them carefully because it's easy to come
to some general kinds of answers. It's only after
going over it and looking at it carefully, that you
can begin to decide and realize just what your role-
is, and how you fit. ,

Vie troble-with many of our organizations is that they are

so designed that a person who joins us professionally may

have to hurt his career to help.our organization.

Alo orrying about the long-range goal6 of -

ydur organ ation, its departments, and department
heads,-you also have to worry about your profession-
al The trouble with many of our organiza-
`ti-dhs is that they are so designed that a perent.
who joins us professionally may have to hurt his
career to help our organization. We've got to design
Our organizgtions so that when someone is helping
himself, he is helping the orggnization, and when he
is helping the organization, he is also helping him-
self.' The question I would like to ask, and to have
you think about, is what happens when a young pro-
fessional person joins you? To what extent do you
find yourself giving this lecture: "All right, son,
know you are ambitious and want a great deal, but

we've got a job to do around here. What we have to
do is *ork hard to get this job done, and once we
get it done, after that, if I see you are reliable
and can be trusted, we can see if there isa better
job. And just be careful about some of the other
people I have around here who give me problems be-
cause they are always worrying about personal inter-
ests, meet±ngs,journals, and"so on, and that doesn't
get things done around here." Pretty soon we keep
on asking people to sacrifice their professional
development for our organizational good.

Do you know what's wrong with that? The good people
will leave and the bad ones will` stay.. If perchance
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any good ones do stay, they never forgive you and
they never forget. Essentially what we have to do
is ask ourselves, "How can I attract the best pro-
fessional people, keep them, and have them contri-
bute not only to my organization,-but to them-
selves?"

Let me give you an example: People from a number
of the hospitals in Chicago came to me and said,
"We can't get interns; there's a big shortage of
interns."

I said "OK, what are you doing to try and attract
them?"

"Well, we're trying to give them every other, week-
end off. We gave them better qbarters, and put
them closer to the nurses' quarters."

"Has that helped?" ./---

They said, "It's caused a little confusion, but it

has not been particularly.beneficial."

I said, "All right, let's try and find oUt why
interns aren't particularly happy about serving,
especially here in Chicago,, and what we can do to
attract these men to us."

Essentially what we have -to do is ask ourselves, "How can I

attract the best professional people, keep them, and have

them contribute not only to my organization, but to them-

selves?"

So we spent some time with the interns. They told
us that the word had gotten out tLat most Chicago
hospital internships amounted to doing all kinds
of little things, petty details, and housekeeping .

activities. As a rule interns were being used in
the place of nurses. And many of these young men
saw that such internships aid nothing- more-khan
mark time.

We did something with a numb'er. of the hospitals
which everyone said would never work: we set tip

classes. We also, assigned each one of the interns
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to a. particular doctor. Then anytime we had a major
operation, it was very carefully photographed. After-
wards we would go over the" films, almost the way
you'd go'over a football film, and have the doctor,
physician, or surgeon explain exactly what he was
doing. We also brought in a number of men who were
not on the staff to meet with this cTess. We worked
this class harder than ever before, but in so doing
we helped them really, develop their skills.

It was very interesting.. We'd go to the graduating,
classes of the medical schools and we would tell
them, "Come to us. We guarantee you we'll work you
'harder at our hospitals than anywhere else. And
we're going to get as much out of you as we can, but
this is the investment we'll make in you." In a
relatively short time we found that we were turning
the interns away. Tle'd get telephone s from the
other hospitals saying, "I've heard yo. .1 turning
interns away. Why don't you tell them IIut our
program. They'll have every weekend-. , we have
prettier nurses, etc."

Now one of the things we are really concerned abOut
is' whether we are going to get, and keep, good people
in the correctional area. We just can't say that
this is an important job and we're working with
people. We've got to do more. We also have to be
able to show, especially to our younger people and
the people with professional training, that if they
come with us, not only are we, going to be very

idemandng-of them, but we can also help them develop
their careers so they can make, even greater contri-
butions to our area.

Plow one of the., things we are really concerned about is whether

we are going to get, and keep, good,,people in the correctional

area. We just can't say that this is an important job and

we're working with people. We've got to do more.

4

We also have to worry about our non- professional
people and our clients. It's very easy to forget
the clients, you know. This is one reason we're in
trouble at the university. You gO up to,a full 'pro-
fessor and say, "What are the students like?"

4
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He says, 'iOne moment." He looks out of the window,
and says, "Holy smoke, they're marching again."

Another of the problems at the university is'tSat,
we hate kids. We really hate kids. You ask some-
body, "How many classes are you teaching?"

He says, "I'm teaching four."

"Four! What happened? Where did you fail?"

And you ask a younger guy, "How many classes are you
teaching?"

He says, "I'm teaching three."

"Oh, you're kind of young, that's all right."

Then you go up to another man and say, "How many
classes do you teach?"

"I'm teaching two."

"That's pretty good."

But what's"really good is to have one class--a semi-
nar where the kids do your work. And then the best
thing (and the way you really are successful as.a
faculty member) is not to have any classes at all.
,7hat's how they got me to go to Wisconsin; A man
(from Wisconsin called me up and said, "Gus, how many
hours do you waste in the classroom a week?"

I said, "Six."

He said, "Come with us and yoell never have to.wal
into a cssroom again."

"Look,.you know I really like t4 classroom."
4

He said, "When the urge gets big we can always find
an empty room and put you in there for awhile.'

Now ilm willing to wager that the same thing happens
in cotrgctions. How can you tell f you're really
successful? I'll tell you how: you spend less and
less time talking to the inmates or pewleyou know-
you are dealing with4 If you haven't talked tic, (any-
one for a month or two, you're really on the way RIO
Isn't this so? Sureit is. WE HAVE TO BE.ChREFUL
NOT TO NEGLECT OUR CLIENTS.

-
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-Let me tell you a little story about Social Security.
We41.1 pick on the federal people, because I know this
.doesn't happen on the state level or anywhere else.

HaVe you ever seen thesd social security offices?
They always pick a big room. (By the way, I have a
general thesis that I'm discovering to be'true: the ,

less important the event, the bigger the room.) Now,
what they 'usually do is pick a fantastically big
room, and then they put a counter close to the door.
Why do they do this? There's certain psychology
here. You open the door, take one step forward,-and
there's that counter. That's their way of saying,
"You didn't get very far, did

their
And it's kind

of a relief to take ones step and get out.

Now, whom do they have behind the counter? They
have all the trainees. Somebody',s got to train-
them. They don't want to do it; so they let the
general public do it.

You walk in and say, "Is this social'security?"

There's a discussion among them, and somebody says,
"Well, yeah, this is social security."

You say, "Look, I've got a question." And you take
a deep breath. Because these guys don't know the
answer; they think they have a pretty good idea,
but they just look at-the,desk. They don't answer
your uestion. The people who wrote the policy
,irr'tating you, or those who thought it out, are
looking at the walls.' They're not interested in
talking to you either.,. The people who know why
this was clone look you right in the eye and dare
you to shout back.

The big boss is sitting in the next room, his door e

is clos6d, and he's at-his desk writing a memd. Do
you know what the memo says? "Be nice to the people
at the counter.,"

You say, "When was the last time you went to the
counter?"

He says, "Why should I, I didn't do anything wrong."
It's a for of punishment. And you can tell how
well you've dorie by how far away from the counter
you are.

Pretty soon, as you can see, even within correction-
al organizations, we can have this kind of gap.
When that occurs, of course, there arise all kinds
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of myths about what's really going on. And so we
begin to have the kinds of problems we do.

What we must do is make sure that all of the per
sonnel in the organization are headed the same way.
We'Se got to make sure that we know'what we want
out of our organization and ensure that every
department is helping us get there. That doesn't
mean that every department has the same goals- -
but each department must be contributing. We
must be sure that we've made it possible for the
department head to also be headed in this direc-
tion. By the way, there's a big difference
between what's good for the department and what's
good for th.e department head. Many department
heads would just as soon have the department move
very slowly and go along very comforta ly; viewing
themselves as indispensable.

What we must do is make-sure that aZZ of the personnel in

the organization are headed the same way.

I have a campaign against indispensable people. I

used to 'think that these guys were the geniuses so
a number of years ago I decided to study them.' I
thought that those people who can never really be
replaced were the real key people. 'I,felt that if
'I could study' these geniuses, then I could tell
other people how \to be-geniuses, too. So I did.
And here's what I fokuld you have to do to be an
"indispensable man." First of all, you must keep
everything inside your vest pocket. Don't share
anything with anyone: this immediately handicaps
others and they can't contribute. The next thing
to do is act like God talks to you every once in a

while. That gives you inside information. And
tell everybody around you they don't understand,
and never hire anybody who has any talent.
Finally, tell everybody how good you are, and how
crucial you are.

I've got a general thesis for indispensable men:
"Shoot them." They're horribly dangerous. Often,
after we lose an indispensable man, we go in and
see what Ile's done. Then, -we realize the problems
we've had.
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I'm willing to wager, especially with the younger
guys in here who are bright, that if we put them to-
gether they would say, "How am I going. to make a
career in this whole correctional area?" And I'm
willing to wager that many of them are beginning to
ask themselves, "Should I work for the organization,
or for my department, or for my career, or for the
people who are working for me, or for the people
I'm taking care of." And many of the younger guys
are saying, "Look, we've got to find out what's
important and do that." And very often working with
the inmates or parolees is the last thing they
decide upon.

I've got a general thesis for indispensable men: "Shoot them."

I can illustrate with an example from the academic
world, where there's one way to score: you write.
In academia you have to be very careful that you
don't spend any time in the classroom, and if you do,
make it as minimal as you can. The way to get ahead
is by writing, although it doesn't help the organiza-
tion.

What's important in your organization? ,In the correc-
tional area? Especially with the funds? With the
money coming around, I'll tell you who is going'to be
very important, and that's somebody who can bring
some money into a program. We can always get the
others to take care of the men.

We have to ask three questions:

What do we say we want?

What do we really want?

And what do we pay for?

Let me tell you about some of the problems we have
in the Chicago Police Department. What do we say sa'e

T want? A young man who is dedicated to having our
society be able to pay for our judgments within the
power and limits of voters. We want somebody who is
an anthropologist, sociologist, psychologist, social
psychologist, and physiologist; who understands the
implication and interaction of people; who can one
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moment deal with the very wealthy and the next
moment, with the very poor. We want someone who
can go down into a dark alley, knowing that
there's a scared kid, seventeen-or eighteen years
old, with a gun, and that if he handles it right,
he cantake that gun away, and the kid's life
will be saved. Or go back in there and get some
guy who's so high on drugs that he doesn't know
where he's at, and has reactions that will just
frighten you. Or go into an alley ana get a guy
-who's not coming out. ,He's going to have to
blast him. And he's got to make his decision like
that. What do we say we want? We want a real
brilliant, fine, young man who ie dedicated to
society.

What do we really want? We want somebody who won't cause

any problems.

What do we pay for? Again, let me illustrate: I

saw one Arxamination (this was one for captains).
One'hundred and seventy-five men took it. The
top score was 87, carried out to four decimal
points. The lowest score was 74. Ybu know what
the difference between an 87 and a 74 is? The
guy who's got the 87 knows a lot more trivia than
the ,guy who's, got a 74.

We also evaluated the, men. Eighty-five percent of
the men got an 85 in our evaluation; Ten percent
of the men got an 80. It was interesting to see
who this'ten percent-were. They were the very
good and the very bad. What do both the very good
and very bad do? They cause problems? A good man
will cause almost as many problems as a bad man.
Five'percent of the men got 90. We refer to them
as the "go-fors." Go for coffee. Go for the car.
Go for pencils. "Go-fors."

So how 'do you get a promotion? You "go-for" and
you memorize trivia. And never mind doing a good
job out in the field. What's the home run in your
organization? Don't you see this situation in
baseball? There's the great fielding second base-
man who is tops in the double play, the drag-bunt,
drop-bunt, and who can hit behind the runner. He
settles his pitchers, rattles' the other pitchers,
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.and is a team captain. He goes early-to the ball
park, signs kids' programs, and on his day off he
goes and autographs a kid's cast in the hospital.
What 'doeshe get? $25,000, maybe $30,000.

On the other hand, out in right field stands "The Oak."
He's So dumb you've ,got to tell him, after three outs,
"You've got to come ,imnow." He goes up to bat, and
you're giving him signals, but he forgets--he thinks
you've got palsy--so he closes his eyes and he hits
hard. He strikes.out like mad, but he hits the ball
over the wall thirty times a .year. What does he get?
$100,000 peObably.

So, essentially we've got to ask thi's question: What
is it that counts in our organization? How important
is it to have a perfect record? This really upsets
me; this tyranny of the perfect record. You know,
I've got a perfect record in baseball. My recordis
even better than DiMaggio's. I've never struck out.
I've never thrown to the wrong base. I've never been
picked off. Why? I've never played. And whenever r
see people with perfect records, I put them intothe
same category.

Remember that once we've made long-range goals, we
have to have our intermediate goals and our short-
range goals. And we've got to spell them out-! Sure
it's hard to do. But it's even harder,if you don't
do it!. We have to be careful not to make the mistake
that the minister did. When the young minister took
over, the oldminister left him about five pages'of
responsibilities. So he looked at the first and
second page And said, "E'll handle these." At the

--third page, he said, "That's the kind of thing I ought
to be worried about"; at the fourth page, "That's
pretty important." When he looked.at the last item
on the fifth page, he called his deacon over and
said, "Hey, you take care of that last item. I'm
too busy."- . .

.

The deacon said, "What is it?"

He said, "Thd Sunday School. Talk to those kids."

About thirty years 'later, when he was thinking about
retiring and taking it easy, he looked at that list
and when he saw itlie began to weep. He suddenly
realized that thirty years later he waS fighting
for the same.things he was fighting for thirty years
before( only that'the'people that he was now fight-
ing with were the ones who were in Sunday School
then. That's where he should have gbne.
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So, essentially we've got to ask this question: What is it

that counts in our organization?

We've got to spell out Air long- range goasz ls, tog,
and know Why we exist. We'tre got-to know whatolx
intermediate and our short-range goals are, 'and if
we don't,,wet±e just like the minister.-

Long-range, intermediate, and short-range goals
must be defined. Never, say, "As soon as I handle
my short-range problems, then I'll go on." Pretty
soon you'll find you are worrying about the short- ,

range for 20%.of your time, then for 30`%, 40%, 50%,
60%, 70%, 80%, 90%, 95%, 99.4% of it. If you're
waiting to handle your short-range problems before
going on, you're not going to go anywhere!, You'll
never be able to handle all your short-range prob-
lems. There are two ways of adjusting to the
short-range: one is ?5, adjust and keep on living;
the other is to adjust so you can go on moving.
If you're not careful, if you're just holding
ground, pretty goon your organization will begin
to change. It will build a foundation so that it
can live, but it will never be Able to move.

This is one of the real problems we have in the ,
poverty program. In the poverty program there is
so much concern about'trying to justify what is
being done and trying to cover' up some of the
problems (since they're afraid to talk about
,failures), that soon a program is built that does
'a fantasticjob"of living and growing--but a lot
of the growth is;cancerous. If an organization
adjusts 0 short-range problems by just trying to
keep on livirigp_soon the organization is designed
to do only:thatkeep on )'iving. It's not going
to do anything, but it's 'going tb live.

There are two ways of adjusting to the short-range: one is

to adjust and keep on living; the other is to adjust so you

can go on moving.
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Most of us do,something the ancient Greeks used to
do. The ancient Greeks used to believe in many gods.-.
But they kepg worryiAg about what they would do,if a
new god showed up that they didn't know about.
"Where's my statue ?" the god would say. And if the

,Greeks didn't have a statue, they'd have been in
trouble.. But they learned how to hedge. They Came
up with a statue to the unknown god., "Aha," they
said, "we're covered."- When a new god showed up,
thefe was his statue. If two of them showed up,
they would have been in trouble, but the chances
weren't &that great*. As you know one of the apostles
eame to Athens, stood before the statue of the
unknown god, and said, "Let me tell you about the
God of gods."

'n our organizations we don't have statues, and we
haven't got priests, but we've got people who are
almost as bad: the "planners." Ever meet, these
people? They keep saying, "It depends."

You say, "What do you mean?"

They say, "If I said it, and it happened, then I was
right. If I said it and it didn't happen, then you
misunderstood."

I saur=one organization that had such an inferiority complex

that they called themselves "progressive future planners."

What bothers me about these guys is the way they
talk,. It bothers me to hear somebody talk about
"future planning." Is it different from sideways.
or backward planning? What other kind of planning
is there? I saw one organization that had such an
'inferiority complex that they called themselves
"progressive future planners."

Remember what happened at IBM. The planners went
to Watson, the head of IBM, and said, "You've got
a fantastic company." *tit,

He said, "Thank you."

They said, "We'd like to see your planning depart-
ment."

s
s,
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"I haven't got one."

"You haven't got a planning department?"

He said, "No, should I.?"

"Of course. You've- got to be busy, or you can't
keep on/being successful." 'Someone then thought
to ask, "What have you'been doing?"

Watson said, "Well, there are my top people. I sit
down with them and we decide what we ought to be
doing. Then we sit down with the research people
and decide how to do it." Eventually Watson was
persuaded to bring in all kinds of econometrists
and experts- He set up a fantastic planning depart-
ment so that he felt much better.

After a short time he decided he ought to find out
how things were goi _so he went and talked to
his top executives: "Row is that planning depart-
ment coming along?'

The executives said, "We don't know, we don't talk
to them."

"Why?"

"They talk funny. They have all kinds of equations
and computers,,and every time we talk to them we
don't know what they're saying."

*
Sb-WAtson ran to the plAnning department, and said,
"Hey, how you doing?"

"Great."

"Do you spend any'time with my executives?"

"No, they'r dumb. All they worry about is practi-
cal proble s, and things like that. They're not

4 very abstract. They never say anything we can put
into a computer."

So Watson, said, "What are you -guys doing?"

"We're writing journal articles like mad. We're
turning out more journal articles per man than most
universities are."

"Do you write about 'my firm?"

"No, but we're doing a lot ofbasia planning."
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So Watson ran back to the top executives, and said,
"Are you guys doing any planning?"

"No."

He said, "Who's doing the planning?"

"Nobody here is doing the plagning, that's what the
planning department is for."

He said, "I know.they're not doing any planning."

So Watson (and L think hedid this as a favor) sent
his planning department -to one.ofthe universities.
He then sat down with his top people and said, "Look,
we're going to go back to planning." And he got his
top people to start thinking about it, and working on
it. You have to be very careful about this,
especially in the correctional area. You must not
only recognite the importance of planning, but YOU'VE
got to be in there, too. You can't turn this over to
somebody else. Because if you do, you're going to
have some real problems. You have to be working with
your planners to understand the kind Of commitment
you're making.

It's important to realize that organizations live in
chaos. Nobody is ever going to leave you aloge.
There are all kinds of people in organizations that
are telling you what to _do, or are saying give me
money and I'll do it for you, or are saying that
there are other things you ought to be doing. If
you realize that organizations live in chaos,'you
see it as perfectly normal and natural.

You must not only recognize the importance of.planning, but

'YOU'VE got to be in there, too -: You can't turn this over to

somebody else.

a

It is very important to realize that we live with
this kind of a challenge; especially in the cor-
rectional area. Taking on this challenge, we have
to ask ourselves what .kind of things we can do in
order to .accomplish our job. The process of moving
the organization along this way isl'a process of
,decision making.
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Before talking about what is.a good organization,
let's do some basic reviewing.' Basicaaly what I
-want to do is to set the foundation for the deci-

sion making. We also wait to see why.decision
making canit be just spelled out. I'alsoyant'to
warn you about the movement .towardowara mechanizing
decision making and filaking,lt very mathematical.
And I want to shoW the 'great dangers that exist in
this.,

What we have,already seen is that out Work requires
that we constantly be building. Our job is to.
build, and help structure, and assist people, so
thdy can work together. It's alsO very important
to be able to know and to spell.out why we exist,
and what the different goals and things that we
want to accomplish consist of. -People in our
organization must'also know what they are supposed
to" do and hots, they fit in. In addition, we need,
to have people who work for us know that the-harder
they work for us and the,r.lore they do for us, the

more they are doing for'themselves and thebetter
they are able to help themselves.

It's also very important to be able to know and totspell'out'

why we exist, and what the different goals and things that-.
,

we want to accomplish consist of

Let me say something about the 'importance of being
prepared. 'I.never knew,how important this was until
I heard this story ye43/8 ago. It's about.a^,doctOr
in the days 4f the old West who was sitting in his
cabin when he heard a"knocking on his door. He-

`opened it up and in came four outlaws/ They were
carrying agifth one. They dumped the fifth one on
the table kid said, "Doc, fix him." 8o he- opened
the man's shirt andsaw a serious,shotgun wound.
The doctor said, "Hey, I don't know if I can save

othis man." One of the outlaws took out a 'big .45
and said

f
"Doc, 30 seconds afterthat man dies,

you'll die." The doctor didn't say a thing. Rather,
he went into the other room and came back with a big
tray, covered .with a towel, scalpels,' knives, gauze,
alcohol, and his big .44. The outlaw looked at him
and said, "Hey, Doc, how comyou've got that :441?"

"Because', 45 seconds before that man diel, I'll know
it."
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What do we mean by "a good organization." What-do
we mean by organizing? And what are some of the
things we don't mean by organizing? After studying
a great deal about organizations and being unhappy
with what I had learned about them, I asked some very
simple questions: "Who's been doing a good job of
organizing' since the beginning of time? In what
activities, has man really worked hard to do a good
jab of organizi422 since ancient times?"

I discovered that man from the beginning of time has
organized well for recreation, religion, war, and
crime.

41**

This business of crime is interesting. Police depart-
ments are very good for handling the guy that comes
down the middle of the street blazing and blasting.
They can even handle the tough gang, the guys who
pick up tommy guns and come at you as a group. But
they have trouble with the real smart con men. And
they really don't succeed against the very well-
orgarlized syndicate and group. These are the ones
that are really tough! They don't take you on
directly, but go to your bosses and neutralize you.

And this is something you're going to,find that's in
the correctional area as well. You in corrections
can handle the big tough guy and the tough gang (and
you've beer! doing fairly well). Wait till you start
getting the very sophisticated, organized groups and
especially social protest groups. That's 'where the
:going will get tough--all because of the well -
'defined organization. Why do these kids of4 groups
do so well? Largely because they have well-defined
clear7cut goals. They know where they are headed.
'In addition, they know they must win--and they do
win! In war, you either win or lose. The only guy
who talks about a.tie is the guy who has lost. In
sports; you win or you lose. Nothing in between.
"It,Wasla good game." Nonsense! s' Politics is the'
same: You either win or you lase. These people have
very clear goals--but even moreimportant, they have
clear results, '

.

Do you have very clear goals and results' in correc-
tions? Not really. It's hard. And one of the
things we have got to be concerned about, and one .

of'the tDings that we can learn from these people,
is,a little.of what they know about organizations.
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Why do these kinds of groups do so well? Largely because they

have well-defined, clear -cut goals. They know where they are

headed. In addition, they know hey must win.

Let's take a look at the organization of armies for
war, because they have historically organized them-
selves very well. They have done so, of course, to
reach very well defined objectives--they wanted to
win. Look at our own wars.

I spent about four or five years reading one military
book after another, particularly on the history of
warfare. I haVe also been-writing and reading about
politics. Here's what I found out. Let me take
about five minutes to go through what should take
about five days: the history of warfare.

Stage number 1: If you get twcrguys fighting, the
big guy wins. StAge number 2: The big guy shows up
wondering, "What am I going to win this time?" But
the little guy has gotten some help. Stage 3, which
dominated ancient warfare, was a matter of pitting
one mob against the, other. And even though there
were different formations, when it really counted(
it broke down to. man-to-man battle.

But eventually, we began to learn some real prin-
ciples of organization. Some men with small mobs
were ambitious. They realized that if they took
a small mob, and organized it, and trained it to
fight as a unit, they could have fantastic suc-
cesses. It's really amazing to go through mili-
tary history and find out the size of the conquer-
ing army. Armies were fantastically small. I saw
some of those Cecil B. DeMille pictgres, and
everytime I saw a Roman legion I thought I saw
about five million men. When you'read history,
you discover that very rarely was a legion more
than 100,000 dr 125,000 men. Sometimes they got
lap to a couple of hundred thousand, but that's
when they, used mercenaries, and they had to knock
them off after a battle or two. Alexander the
Great started out with about 125,000 men, and on
his way back to Greece, that is for half of his
military carebr, he fought with an army of about
35,000 men. The Arabs who swept all across northern
Africa did it ith an army of 15,000 men. But they -

found-that the could take a small mob and train
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them and beat gigantic mobs. The secret? Organi-
zation.

History discloses some other, interesting features.
Consider what the Roman Legion did to train their
men. First, they would start out with 120 to 140
men. The firs,t day they would march 50 miles.
Then they made camp. Then they would march another
50 miles, and another 50 miles. After a while, 50
miles wasn't very bad, and so they would train the
men with swords and shields that were twice the
weight of a regular sword and shield. This train-
ing lasted two years, and at the end they were
Dicky to have a hundred soldiers left. But those
were in fantastic shape. If they went into com-
bat, it was like a 'day off. Nobody could stand up
against them.

They realized that if they took a small mob, and organized

it, and trained it toOght as a unit, they could have

fantastic successes.

On graduation day they gave them the famous Roman
short swords, saying, "I guarantee you, you break
rank and try to fight it out man to man, the guy. you
fight will have a bigger sword." So the Romans were
highly skilled, well trained or prepared, and they
had a good cohesive organization.

The secret? Organization!

Look at what the Romans did in combat with spears.
In those days the early part of.the battle was a
spear-throwing contest--but the Romans used brittle
spears. Their spears would break when they hit the
ground (though they did not break if they hit the
enemy soldier--they weren't that brittle).

When the fighting began and the Romans threw their
spears, the enemy was fairly fresh and most of the
Spears were blocked, Then each side would throw a
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second spear. When they'were out of spears and
.needed more, they usually picked up the spears
which had been thrown at them. The Romans would
reach down- l and'pick up beautiful spears, hand
engraved with long fantastic shafts. and beautiful

sharp tips. . But their enemies pickedup Roman
spears, which were all broken. The points were
bent. So while' the Romans had beautiful spears,
the enemy was left with the lousy Roman weapons.
And they were'in trouble! Now, do you see the
point of preparation and training? The Roman
organization was good, but with the added strength
of well trained and prepared personnel, they Were,
for a while at least, invincible.

'The Romans then began to make the mistake-that we
so frequently make: if your organization is good,
what would be even better? A lot of organizations.
And when the Romans got too organized and too big,
they lost a great deal of discipline, and very soon
they to lose. It is a mistake to think that
you cannot over-organize. You can, and it kills
the organization.

Another thing to avoid is the confusing of organi-
zation with rigidity. Organizations that are too

.rigid die. They cannot and do not change. You
must have some control over the environment. Flexi-
bility is a key, particularly in this age of rapid
change, adjustment, and modification.

The Romans then began to make the mistake that we ,so frequently

.make: if your,organization is good, what would be even better?,

A lot of organizations.

This ability to change also implies that you must
be willing and able to change some of your beha-
viors. You have to treat different people in dif-
ferent ways, even at the same time. Good managers
are good adapters. They know how to adapt to the
situation they are in, even with changing degrees
of informatidn. For this reason we say a manager
Is a catalyst--his job is to get things done by
getting a lot'of other people to do them.
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Now our time is gone, and it has been fun to be with
you. I hope you begin to see the importance of
knowing about organizations - -o-f knowing your organi-
zatioi)--as it is the first step in decision making.
The more you know about what is going on around .

you, the better you will be able to make the deci-
sions about you and your organization that you as a
manager must-make.



!' IV

THE CLIENT WE SERVE -.

by JIM PARHAM

N.

To'give correctional personnel sensitivity te the viewpoint of
those so frequently placed in correctional custody, Parham des-
cribes the feelings of the poor and disadvantaged. Such insights
into the complexity of why they feel as they do, and the socially
crippling effects of. those feelings should help correctional per-
sonnel to actually serve the client. The gentle thesis of this
graphic presentation is that in order to serve the client well,

he must first be weZZ understood.

This speech was delivered at an SC'MTC workshop entitled "Executive
Effectiveness Seminar," October 31, 1972, at the Ramada Inn in

Hapeville, Georgia.
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THE 'CLIENT WE SERVE JIM PARHAM -

Someone--F. Scott Fitzgerald, I believe--when asked
about the difference between the rich and the poor;
is reported to have said without elaboration: Pcior

people are different; they have less money. This
was supposedly his way of emphasizing a belief that
there were more similarities than differences be-
tween these income classes.

Like most rhetorical comments, however, it is more
provocative than instructive. It implies that
given sufficient funds, the poor would be just like
the rich. Would they? We don't know. They might
--given the same value placed On education, work,
and leisure. At any rate, we shall never find but
short of a complete redistribution of wealth'soN,
that everyone has equal shares--a prospect so un-
likely that we should not waste time speculating .

--about-ft-7-

We can acknowledge the accuracy of the commentary,
however, and go on to ask ourselves a more perti-
nent question: What is the effect on individuals
and families of having so little money as to be
termed poor or disadvantaged? We know that its most
pernicious effect is the pessimistic life view and
pattern of failure with which it infects those
chronically subjected to it. We know its most .

insidious effect is the tendency of the general
public to belieVe that-those who are poor are also
inferior. We know that these two effects comple-
ment each other in a vicious cycle and lead to
strong feelings of deprivation, insecurity, and
powerlessness. The result is, among other things,
limited life opportunities, alienation, and a,
fatalistic resignation-which compounds it all. We-
will comment on these, but letstart with the_
most obvious. 4 L
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The senseof tieing deprived resulting from this inability to

consume in a corker economy is probably the principal.

source of embarrassment and insecurity for the poor.

If you're poor you don't have money to live at the
standard Americans believe to be minimal. You don't
eat as well, you aren't housed as well, you don't
,dress as well as the majority. You've not doctored
well, schooled well;'trarisported well, informed well,
or entertained well. ,You can't stop for snacks or a
beer, 'drop in on a movie, pick up tickets for the
Braves, Falcons, or Hawks, buy a toy for'the kids,
or do a lot of things which most of us-take for
granted. You may not even have change for a phone
call or bus fare. The sense of being deprived
resulting from this inability to consume in a con-
sumer economy is probably the principal source of
embarrassment and insecurity for the poor.

Not only do the poor have less money but they pay
more for the things they need. Food bought in small
daily quantities at the corner grocery is more

. .

..

-- v
market requires more ready cash, transportation,
storage space, and--most essentially--an appreci-
ation of the mathematics involved. Rent paid by,the
week, without the protection of a lease, brings
less quality for the money paid. To purchase appli-
ances at neighborhood outlets on weekly installments
Usually mean no discounts and high interest rates.
When the bulk of your weekly-cash goes for food,
clothing, and other consumables, sales taxes take a
greater share of your- total income. No money down
means a higher price for a used car, and the odds
are very great that it will quit -running before your
payments do. The ordinary risks of sickness, injury,
16Ss of job, or essential repairs create a money
crisis of desperate proportions. Life is very uncer-
tain and insecure; you frequently feel that terrible
unease in your gut when you must ask (or beg or plead
with) some other person to spare you some dreaded
indignity -- eviction, garniShment, refusal of further
credit, or re-possession of some critical item.

Being disadvantaged is more than being without money.
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Being disadvantaged . . .'is being uneducated and
unsophisticated in a world that places.a premium
on learning and know-how. t's being ignorant of .

a whole range.of-T5i3inary exReriences--never having,
taken a Vadation, never been,pamping or hiking,
never had a birthday party,416ver been to a play,
never'dined at a good restaurant, never been on a
plane, never been to a'Museum, never walked-on
carpeting, never seen a fambus persbn in real life.
It's not being able to read and complete the appli-
cation blank; its cheating by stealing an applica-
tion blank, and getting someone else to fill it
out for you, and then having to pretend that you
can read the numbers on the crates you have to
store, afraid all the time you'.11 goof and get
tired. It's not being able to read the sign on the
bus or the street marker so you can find your way
to the job. It's being a high school graduate who
can't spell or write a complete sentence.

It's realizing that you're the Zast hired and the 'first

fired, and that your pay check,is less than everybody

eZse's on the job.'

W

It's being unable to pass the simplest employment
test. It's being embarrassed because other people
can't understand what you're trying to say, and
having them look at you like they think you're dumb.

Being disadvantaged . . . 1.s being .unskilled in a
work world that has good jobs forthe trained and
qualified, but the same old dead-ends fOr the un-
skiiled. It's lOoking at ten pages,of want-ads and
not'seeing anything you're qualified to do. It's
-finding out that being a hade-tree mechanic or a
.jabk-leg carpenter is.not gocld enough. It's dis-

. .
covering that to be first classyou have-to Joe able
to read and keep up, with the new stuff, and know
how to handle figures and, arithmetic, to do measure-

.

mentS and to make estimates. 'It's finding out that
maybe School was important after all and wondering.
tow you cap,..affordto take time for training now.
'It's realizing that yOu!re the last hired and the
first tired,' and that your'pay check is less than
everybody else'son the job.' %
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Being disadvantaged . . . is being,uncared for and
unloved in a community that, is always bragging about
how friendly it is, 'how.compassionate it is. It's
living, alone on a welfare income when you'reold and
sick.- It's never having any company. t's not
having anybody at they` house when you get holtde from
first' grade classes. It's living in a large family
where there's never enough of anything and illoth'ande
pop are too tired and defeated to care. It's a
locked school yard gate, an empty playground, keep-
off'signs, no-trespassing warnings. It's being'
buried in a pauper's grave.

Being disadvantaged . . . is having parents who teach
you that "getting by" is a safer goal than "getting
ahead." It'sbeing afraid to risk a "bird-in the
hand" for "two in the bush." It's staying on welfare
rather thn taking'a job you might lose. It's the
whole bag of limited horizons: settling-fpr a job
in the mill when ,you might have gone to college;
working for a wage when you might have 'Tad youron
business; becomin7 a house painter when you cOuld..
have been an interior decorator, or a mecha.mic'lqie
you might haye been an engineer.

.114. -;[
Being disadvantaged . . . is having parents' who teach you that A'

"getting by" is a safer 'goal than "getting ahead."

Being disadvantaged . , . is h'aving other people to
stereotype you, to label you, to prejudge you.
It's your teacher expctiiig you to do poorly in ' 0

1 ,
school and.then;being self- satisfied when her pre-
diction is correct, /t(S-Your foreman thlhking .

you'll be a' problem worker, and then patronizing ,

or harassing you until he makes it happen. It's the
. $.top-who assumes you're belligerent and beats you to

...- i

'the point.' It's all those generalizatioff ts hat:end
by declaring: "that's just the way they are"--those . .

. ,

niggers, hunkies, dagos, spicks, kikes, hillbillies, .-

crackers, rednecks, micks--or whoever the convenient. % ../

target happens ta be. It's being assumed to be
shiftless,- lazy, irrespongitile, pZomliscuous, sinflik, 4 . ' .undeserving, and unworttly. 4t% 4* '

el . .

4. .

. ..,
Being disadvantaged . ..... i.8 being ,a member of a .

.
.... /0 :

,:i .. ,

minority grbup in a society higHlk sensitive to ' ...,

racial or religious differences: It's laying tbae
role,of."Negro" ox "Jew" or "Indian. Of-what have -ou .',. , .'%,_ ,.

k.o .* 0.. e .64.. '4.1
..,

,'' 0- .) ,
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out of habit, or,fear, or because ou've done it so
much .you've come to believe the my h yourself.
It's,not being free from the confines of the
restricting "role--Negrods can't be assertively- .,
truppity,"."giveythem an inch and they'll take a
yard,"/"none of the minorities should moveinto
our neighborhoods or get too friendly with our
women.' .

Being disadvantaged . . . is hating yourself for being not

good enou "gh to mete it. , 411.

Being disadvantaged . . . is believing that whatever
ou get in 1.ife-m4 what you were predestined to get
psome hi4her ',11114Tuestidonable authority. It's
believing it's hopeless to fight City Hall in order
to-prevent your neighborhood from being gutted for
an,e1cpreesway. It's.believipg that the public

.housing%manager is inherently right when he says
you can't plant flowers outside your apartment..
It's believing that the children born toolyou
repeatedly were somehow meant to come and leaving it
up toGied tq provide for thpm. It's resignirig your--

',self-,to the Eadt.that Your son will likely get into
trouble with the law and your daughter will likely

1 el-i-evingt-hatwhdeve-rmakes-4-t.vr/

is just lucky . . . and that someday maybe you'll
pick the righ number.

Be Being disadvantaged . . .eis hating yourself for
. 'being not good enough to make it. It's blaming

yourself for all the missed opportunities and trying
to escape yol:ii.hurt pride with alcohol or drugs.
It's knowing people are going to reject you and
rejectin4hthem before they get a chance. It's a

-
-v.ciaronic depression covering a towering rage that

occas4.bna'lly grupt4 ipto a wife beaten, a child
abused, an officer assaulted, dishes shattered, and
then shrinks back to guilt and more depression.

Being disadVantaged . . . is feeling isolatedand
apart, different from and not a real part of the
larger world around you. The police can't be
depended on to protect you, the welfare lady is
more snooper than helper, the medical clinic tries
to shut you away, the school is more interested in
teacher comforts and hours, and the neighbors can't
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be trusted. Ydu.qe really alone, or, at least,
that's the waryou see it.

Beirig disAdvantaged . . is not being able to find
meanings in life. Why be honest-when only the crooks
you knpw are making'it? Why be loyal when no
:employer ewer valued you? Why be industrious when
it leads nowhere?, When all the bosses you ever saw PT
were a different- color? Whys not cheat on welfare
and unemployment compensation when all the jobs you
can get are dead end?

Being disadvantaged . . . is accepting whatever
happens with resignation because you know you don't
have the power to do anything about, it. The odds
are_too great. The deck is stacked agairAt you. If
you're turned down for a job you should have had-,
you grin and bear it. If your kid is picked up by .
the police and says he didn't do it, you tell him to
be quiet and hope for mercy.

Being disadvantaged . . . is-feeling there's no use
hoping. Nothing good is going to happen no smatter
17E1E-You do, so why try? Why work hard? Why save
your money? Why go to school? They'll be no.breaks
--luck is against you. Even if something good
happens, it won't last. Tomorrow will be just like
yesterday.

1

Being disadvantaged . . is accepting whatever happens with

resignation because'you know you don't have the power to do

anything about it.

So being disadvantaged is a complex, many-faceted
condition. Some are more, some less disadvantaged.
A disadvantaged person may be child or adult, male
or female, young or old, bright or dulls depend-
able or undependable. He may be strong or weak,
vigorous or apathetic, nice or mean, pretty or ugly,
black or whitea(or yellow, or red, or pink, or
brown). He may be any combinaTiOn of these or many
other characteristics.

To fully appreciate the socially crippling effects
of chronic poverty and disadvantagement, you have

Ito try to think yourself into the skin and behind
j,

I
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tble eyes of the disadvantaged peison.. HOW does the
wdrld Took from behind his eyes? (That is one con-
ditioh we' all shai-e; we're one small consciousness,
behind a palm- of` eyes looking out' for 4 bvief per,iod
on atibeless:universe, It's awesome Snd#6pooky to.
think AboutO it's hard to feel'yourself into some-
one.else's perceptionprobably impossible. slat you'
can't4 .ven'get close to understanding unless you try.

-

To fully appreciate the sobiztty ,cripplind effects of claronic

. poverty and disadvantagement, you ha.M to try to think your-
,

self 7.zi,c) the' skin and behind the eyes :of the disadvantaged
,

person. , . - - . k ' 8 if
. e

t. 4,

A man named John Howard Griffin darkened his skin
and wrote 4 fascinating book called "slack Like Me."
'But most of us cant do anything quite so dramatic..
We have to fe4i-n to listen hard -and challenge our-
selves to think differently, to shake our comfor-
table assumptions and automatic bercdptiohs.

So much information bombards us nowadays that we're
likely to screen out anything that doesn't fit our
accustomed modes of thinkihg, that doesn't fit the
ruts into which we channel the stuff. v:

A friend of mine says that blind faith in convention-
al wisdom is the biggest barrier to real communica-
tion and understanding. He puts. ,it this way: "It
ain't the things that a man doesn't know that get in
his way--what gets in his way are those things he's
absolutely sure of that just ain't so. "'

As an example of what I'm trying to say, let me tell
. you about someyoung, black, street-corner men.I was
trying to understand when I was at WA, the Atlanta
poverty program. These fellows were scornful of job
training programs and minimum wage'job in general.

4 I couldn't understand why they wouldn't take jobs
when they had no other source of income. Ihad five
of them in my office talking about the matter. I

said: "Tell me something. Why is it you say you
won't take a minimum wage job when you don't have a
-job now?"
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One of them, a25-,Te&r:dld named 6mitty, answered me
in a very puzzling waycHe said: "You can't make
it on e minimum wage jO and support yo family and

. and you ain't making it now so you
might ji.16tas well not make it One way as' a her."

Think about that for Vmoment: what. was he saying?
.Vd rather not, work at all? I want more than I'm
worth? I want to start at the top? You got to make
me a.better...deal?

Perhaps, but if.that's all you heard, you're not
listening well., .You're applying only your own

and your own perspeot-ive to the thought
communicated, and your judgmerlit reflects At. Can
you try to see it as he might le seeing it?

"You might just as well'NOT make it one way as
another," In other words,. "I won't be able to make
it whether I work or don't work. Off the job,or'on
the job, I'm still a failure--so why try? '-a'm a,

-Plop if I work,. and I'm a flop if I don't work..'

We would answer this wa't.h en amazed, question: How
could any manwho works regularly be a'failure--no
matter that his job? That's-durmiddle class per-
spective. ,

While it may be virtuous to work regularly; it's not
hard to feel like a failure if you don't earn enough
to take your family above the Poverty *Tel, or if
your job title'is ones that reflects no skill or
achievement, or.if it is a job that anybody could
do with little or A training.

Our middle ci4ss experience tells us"that if we work
hard, learn our jobs, and perform well, advancement
and higher pay will follow. We've seen it happefi.: .

far friends, brothers/, uncles, fathers. But what
about our, black street corner man. ills GUT experi-
ence tells him something very,djaffereilt. 'He's 'seen''
uncles, brothers, and fathers labor for years 'XS
porters, waiters, handymen, flUnkies, laborers, and

passed by. He loOks around at the good desk
"' jobS and sees al& white faces. He ldoks behind the

brooms and 'shovel's," and sees all black Aces. In his
.

-community the guy,WhOt.hesSes sharp, has a'oadiliac
catarci thebes ldoking woman is frequently the gun,' '

who 'works outside the legal limits of the law--and'
,a gu.y.*ho ridicules tie straight life,

.4

If you're going .to understand 'what the,young man was
trying to say,'you have to be willing td see it from

.* : .
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behAld' his eyes and try to understand why it makes
sense to him to feel and act the Way he does.

We would answer this with an amazed question: How could any

man who works regularly be a failure - -no matter what his job?

That's our'middle class perspective.

ti

Other conventional wisdoms that "just ain't son--
or at best, constitute over-simplificationg include
the following:-

(I) "Poor people don't think about the future." The implica-
tion is that they have some innate'weakness for immediate
gratification; some constitutional incapacity for planning
ahead. Poor peqple do think about the future, but from where

.thevit, the future looks like it'll be a repeat of the
yesterdays--without security, without hope. So they blow a
little sometimes when they have it. If they didn't, the
bottomless pit of family needs would exhaust-it anyway. Some
relative or friend would borrow.it, beg it, or steal it.

(2) "Poor people don't care about education and don't
encourage their kids to stay in school." Studies show they
care greny, dt cif-cummfances often conspire against them.
They may ne d the money the youngster can earn, or trley may need
him to ba -sit younger sibs so the parent can work. Sometimes
the school is just as happy the'youngstv doesn't return because
he can't learn anyway--and th 's the message they've transmitted
to himfor years.

(3) "Poor people lack initiative and can't be motivated."
Whep black people showed initiative, we considered them "uppity.",
Motivation requires not only discomfort but at least a dim hope
of Flaking some change. Repeated frustration, constant discour-
agpment, and discrimination can kill the hardiest spirit of hope.

,Many poor people simply don't feel. they have a prayer of escaping
their circumstances.

(4) "Poor people Would rather.stayIn welfare than take avail-
able .lobs." Yes, as Long as the job isshaky and without much
promise. At's'foolish to give up a rebul,i9r. welfare check for an
unstable job that may play out and'leave you without anything --,
and pbssjbly a long wait'to be reinstated on assistance.
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(5) "Black females are 'brood mares'." The fact is'that 'the

lowest bi.f,th rate jn the country belongs to college educated

Negro women.
.

(6) "Poor people have nothing to contribute'to the design of

tN.---,

programs to serve t em--it's like asking the patient 4o cure
himself." Even the ctor haS' to ask the patient what hurts
and get him to describe his symptoms, and the doctor knows
well the fact that the patient's cooperation is nocessary for
successful treatment. Poor people an tell us better than
anyone else what hurts them and what relieves theril--if we'll
listen.' .

This kind of thiningis essentially just being will-
ing to question the easy answer--not being willing to
accept supposedly logical, simple judgments that,
neatly fit the categories of thinking we have already
formed. Psychologists tell us that all behavior is
purposive. The prqblem, of course, is knowing what
purpose ebit.of'behavior is serving-. We usually
jump to the conclusion that behavior that we don't like
s serving some moral weakness in the individual, when,
on closer examination, it is most likely, a logical

reaction to the-conditions of his life.

/i1p, always easier to say "disadvantaged peopacan't be helped"
-

than it is admit that mgmbe we don't know how to help them.

Attempting to understand behavior doesn't mean app ov-
ing it or epplauding it. Many persons condemn any,
explanations other than the conventional wisdoms
"apologisms" that give. sanction to destructive eha-
vior. Thid'is shortsighted. If we are to effectiv
help' the people whomake up our poverty stricken an
disadvantaged, we have to understand as best we ca
what it is that is defea g them.

Of coursethe easiest trap o' all to fall int s to
blame the person being served if things go w g. It's
always easier'.to say "disadvantaged people can't be
helped" than it is to admit that maybe we don't know
how to help them. If the students aren't learning,
maybe it's the teacher. If the kids ddn°,t enroll, may-
be ydu're offering the wrong courses, in the wrong
places, at the wrong time. Too often, we've planned
the offerings, made the schedules, and set the boun-
dariesand then said "take.it or leave it."
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Those who took it were our successes; those who
didn't we labeled "unreachable."

If they can't be helped, the situation with them
is hopeless. If the problem is our lack of knowl-
edge about just how to go about helping them, then
there is a challenge to our abilities and our sense.
of commitment.

Remember that the most important thing your disad-
vantagOd client needs is self-respect, and he gets
this through the attitudes of significant other
people* in his life--one .of whom will be you or
your Subordinate. Through these social contacts,
he deelops what ohe sociologist has termed the
".looking glass self"--his self-image, his self-

, esteem, his feelings of confidence, potential, or
lack of it. He gets a positive charge to hig self-
respect only ,if you are transmitting it. It's more
important how you act than what you say; non-verbal
clues--a stile, a look, an air of patience and .

interest--tell him more than words.

Remember that the most important thing your disadvantaged

client needs is'self-respect, and he gets this through the

attitudes of significant other people in his U.-re--one of

-- whom will. be you -or -yoursubOrdinate,-

Finallye believe your disadvantaged c lients can
change; expect thet tb do so! Nothing is more
likely of fulfillment than an expectation that your
client cannot m4eii. All of you, I am sure, have
heard of thelRoSenthal stpdies where a group of
teachers werd,gpen information that certain chil- ,

dren assigned to them were sort of "late bloomers"
ancl-could be ekpec'ted.to -show improvement in the
coming weeks 1eyond what might, be anticipated frqm
their earlier school performance. ACtually, the
children:were simply picked at random and so identi-
fied without any basis. Lo and behold, however, the
children selected did make greater progress; and the
presumption is that it was due to the fact that their
teachers expected them to doso, and somehow related.
to them differently than they might have. Something
subtle seems to be at work here.
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Finally, believe your disadvantaged clients can change;

expect them to do so!

Someone has said that what a man becomes. In life
depends on three things:

1. what he's born with,

2. what happens to him, and

3. what he himself does about it.

Now this is obviously an over=simplifiction, but
I find it useful. It adds to heredity and environ-
ment the individual's'own unique reaction to his
peculiar life circumstances. It's useful to me be-
cause it,reminds-me -thata client, regardless of
his circumstances, 'Can.-change, and that I can be an
agent of that change because when he meets me, I
become an influence, pr a force (poiitive or nega-
tive), in his environment and in hi* life.

e,
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MY CREATE-A-CRIMINAL KIT

by GERALD P. WITTMAN.

MAIP kV
MA M.
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.

Wittman examines some of the societal elements which play upon'
individualsparticularly the young, the poor, and the disad-
ves0:aged-and often incline them toward criminal behavior. In
parti:6y/ar, Wittman shows how construed "'professional" behavior
may actas a self- fulfilling prophecy which often induces or
encouraaes criminal-type behavior responses. Wittman warns cor-
redtional personnel' that, pith the greatest alacrity, inmates,
as wen as individuals in society, should be protected from all
such. ine ies in "the system."
e

This paper was pr ented at the 15th Annual Southern Confereia,
'on-CorreCtions,TUrida State University, February 18 1971.

e
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MY CREATE-A:CRIMINAL KIT I GERALD P. WITTlf

Among other things, this is a do-it-yourself age.
With the help of the Better Homes and Gardens
Handyman's Guide even you can learn to carpenter,
wire your attic; hang wall paper like an expert,
lay a patio; plaster a wall, or turn your basement
into a luxu'rious bar.

I have also developed a do-it-yourself kit. It is
called the Create-a-Criminal Kit. It is much
simpler to Use'than the Better Homes and Garden's
Handyman's Guide since you don't have to lay out
any money for new tools or equipment- -you ara al-
ready adequately supplied with everything you need.

Basically, this is the way the thing works. You
take a kid--just any ordinary garden variety kid that
you can find in almoSt any home. It seems to work
better if you take a ghetto kid or a poor kid,but if
you can't find one of these, it will work about as
well with a middle-class kid if you handle things.
right.

Now you take this young fellow' (about age,five or
six) and put him into the standard AmerIcan school.
system. One thing you'll notice 'about kids of this
age is that they are extraordinarily full of wiggle
and.noise: If you remember the school system,of
ydur own boyhood, you.'ll remember that wiggle and
noise was not a particularly favored activity. You'll
be glad to know, incase you've wondered, that it
'still isn't allowed in very many places. Since wiggle
and noise is disapproved behavior, teachers watch
very carefully to 'see that the kids don't do any
spontaneous things like speaking without permission,
or moving out of the precise rows, designated by
teacher, or roading Superman comics instead of that
ever-fascining story about, "See ,Jane. See` Spot.
See Spot run."
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I see you have been alert and followed me closely
so.far. 'That's good, because we are coming to
phase one of your Createa-Criminal Kit.

Most kids are quick to learn the requirements of
the school system and you, being familiar with
.modern day corrections, will be familiar with many
of the rules because they may be common to some
settings in which you may have worked. These
requirements, for those of you who may have forgot-
ten, are: speak only when.you are told to speak,
don't challenge the teacher's authority in any way,
learn to sit in thdte straight rows of chairs about
five hours daily, and, above all, don't wiggle
except during the approved wiggle periods. These
are called recesses.

Now, in spite of everything you do, there will be
some non-conformists among these kids who will talk
without warning orprior permission, or who will
wiggle outside of the regularly scheduled wiggle
periods. If you handle it right, these kids are
the raw material for ygur Create-a-Criminal lit.

So' here is what you do. Let us say you spbt a
wiggler. And just for the sake of giving him a
name, let us call him Willy. Now, if you are using
my kit properly you will speak sharply to. Willy
when he wiggles and, in keeping with 'modern educa-
tional methods, you will make an entry into Willy's
record folder. Well, if you're really a profes-
sional you can't just say Willy talked or wiggled,
so you put it in-Acceptable professional terms and
say Willy has a short attention span. Don't you
agree that sounds better than saying Willy is a
wiggler?

For those of you who may have been taking notes,
don't put your pencils away. There's more to it
than this. EN;en,in Florida you can't send a man to
Raiford for having wiggled in kindergarten. But,
you have a start.

Now Willy progresses through first, second, third,
maybe fourth grade. Since each new-teacher in turn
has read Willy's kindergarten folder each new
teacher mentally notes: "Aha! .I got-a wiggler--
w±th a short attention span yet." Then because you
thre looking for the wiggles, you begin to see other
ings that are strange about Willy, like maybe he's

nervous about being watched for signs of wiggles.
So, if you ale an alert teacher, you add some more
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likes in Willy's record like, "Willy seems abnorm-
al/ly anxious and shows signs of incipient character
dilsokder-",_

This still isn't enough to send a guy up for five
to ten so you keep watching Willy. Then comes
your big break. One day as Willy's class is fil-
ing out of the school for fire drill, one of
Willy's school buddies gives him a playful "goose,"
after which Willy turns on his buddy and gives him
a child-sized right book smack in the kisser. With-
out delay, teachers descend from all quarters, and
Willy is hauled off to the principal's office.

Then because you are 1r)oking for the wi,gles, yt,u ben

see otner thins that are strange about ;ike maybe

he's nervous about being watcised for signs of wig2.les.

After an appropriate tongue lashing, a new entry
goes into Willy's now thickening record folder.
Does it say, "following an unexpected 'goose',
Willy turned on the gooser and 'gave him a sharp
smack in the mouth?" If you think so, you are defi-
nitely not of professional caliber. By now you
should know what goes in Willy's record.

What goes in reads something like this: "Willy
shows evidence of anti-socihl attitudes, assaultive
tendencies, andseriously disrupted school fire
safety procedures." Ndw this really has some meat
on it and it guarantees that every new teacher and
new school that gets Willy in the future will be
watching out for further evidence of Willy's devi-
ancy.

But you get the picture.- -Willy is now marked. 2

What started-out as a seemingly minor case of the
-wiggles in kindergartenwhich may actually have
been due to the presence of pinworms) is now assaul-
tive and-antisocial behavior.

By this time, Willy is also getting the picture.
When he got to junior high the principal greeted
him pith a Warning, "Willy, you better keep your
nose clean or else." Eventually, since Willy's
self-concept is at least partly what he sees
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reflected in the attitudes of otherss.toward him, an
innd4transition has been taking place. Willy is
now beginning to regard himself as trouble with a
capital *"T.':, .Once he accep*s this view of himself,
then he starts' to act on the'eXpqctations of the

,people who have ,judged him. 4
, A

4

Depending 'on the degrde ofWilly"s 'creativity, he
may simply "bug" his teachers,pla truant (from school,
or maybe do a.little window breaking.- If that is
less than satisfying, there are always more exciting
things. Breaking and entering, drinking, pot
smoking, or joy-riding with 'thesprincipal's car tare
other options. This, as you may be aware, can get
you more than,just another entry'in your school
record folder.

It's this latter form of activity which attracts'the
attention of the police,and the next thing yod know
they are saying, "Willy, wont you join us in a visit.
to the juvenile court?" Everyone knows it is bad
manners not to go when the police invite yowto a
social function of this importance, and -so.Willy goes.

Eventually, since Willy's self-concept is. at least par' tly

what he sees-reflected in the attitudes of others toward

him, an inner transition has been taking place. Willy is

now beginning to regard himself as trouble with a capital

The judge, in the manner of judges everywhere, looks
at Willy, the evidence presented by the police, and
the social study (which includes comments from Willy's
school record). These unitedly tell the judge that so
far Willy seems to be trouble with a capital, "T." The
judge now adds a new letter and says, "Willy, I pro-
nounce you delinquent with a capital "D,"and away
goes Willy to the state training school.1

Now even though my Create-a-Criminal Kit has worked
- quite well up to now, yoU shouldn't get too over-

confident. In spite of everythihg, there are some
perverse kids that will come out of the training
school, finish high school, get a job, get married,
and stare raising kids like the rest of us. But if
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. the directions in' my kit are fo llowed, this, won't"

. happen too many times. '

. .
.

When Willy gets, back to the community youll find -,

it helpful to roust him out, of-bed every timeany-
tiling happens in-his neighborhood: Questiowhim

,every chance you get. Tpll.him he can't associate:
.with gtherdelingbentsv.but make sure that everyone''
who might employhim knowSklilly is a, "risk."

%Eventually. Willy geti the idea, about what is expec-.-

. ted.of him, and if he's crossed.the magic age
threshold into adulthood, his next'caper is a crime.

-.
p.

*

t,

-

NoW,one more visit to the criminal ccamt judge,
and your Create-a-Criminal Kit is complete. So,
Willy wh6 was>feoub1e with a capital "T," and
delinqu.ent with a capital "D," is now-criminal with
a capital "C." And just think, it all started with
a few pinworms 'and a wiggly kid back in kindergar-
ten.

Eventually Willy gets the idea about what is 'Pxpdcted of him

and if he's crossed. the magic age threshold into adulthood

his next caper is a crime.
. .

I can see it in your faces. You are thinking, .

"Surely you jest." Perhaps so. But maybe not as
much as you think. What I am saying is this:
Let's be extremely careful about predicting delin-
quency in certain children. The self-fulfilling
prophecy is too much a reality to be ignored.
Eveh if we do see behavior which we think will
result in deliftquency at same later time, we will
do that child a significant favor if we emphasize
whatever positives we calf' see rather than noting
only his negative characteristics. Somehow, T
wish there were some way we could get away from
the record that follows each child from class to
class and school to school. I think if each
teacher had to discover for him or herself the
attributes of each chiTd, a child who might have
stirred an unfavorable reaction with one teacher
micht have found support from another. Childreh
ar too important to be marked with dossiers before
t ey.'ve had a chance to grow and be themselves.
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Let's be extremely careful about predicting delinquency in

certain children. The self-fulfilling prophecy is too much a

reality to be ignored. Ever, if we do see behavior4ifah we

think will result in delinquency at some later time, wejwill

do thdt child a significant favor if we emphasize whatever

posi.tiVes we cjsee rather than noting only his negative

c'wcracteristics.

,How important is. this problem? A news item in one
of last week's Tai:ahayse3 Demo,:rat renorted this:
Teachers in a particular school tried a new idea -;
Instead of only writing notes to parents when a kid
did'something wrong, they wrote notes pr phoned the
parents when a kid did something right.

Parents who got calls from the school sometimes said,
"What's he done now?" When they learned that their
boy did Something right like helping to shovel snow
from school walks, they didn't knOw what to say, but
tAey were all happy and relieved about it. Kids
reported the favorable calls had vastly improved
their relationships withIP,arents and criticism dropped
and more trust developed.

Another item, perhaps more typical, comes from the
editorial page of, the February 16th Tallahassee Demo-
crat. The writer'is speaking about the recent
demonstration at Raiford:

It wopld be unthinkable.to let these prisoners be-
liev'e they could achieve their objectives by threats,
demands and violence. They must be made aware at all
times' that they-are offenders against soqety; it is

not the other way around.

If crowded conditions, inability to get a parole
hearing, and inability of the weaker, prisoners to
protect themselves against perverts and muscle men
isn't an-offense against them by society, I don't
know what is. But the editor is saying to them:
"Sit straight in your seats and don't wiggle--and
above all don't complain, because you are Criminals,
a class apart."
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One more quote and then I'll wind it up. This one
from the September 14, 1969 New York Times Maga-
zine. Reporting on a conference between judges,
correctional staff and prisoners. One official .

commented:

Nobody understands us; nobody, appreciates what
we're doing. We're sitting on the lid of a gar-
bage can keeping the garbage off the streets.

If you-nlieve people are you treat them
like garbage, and what's,wdrse, they'll beh Ve like
garbage

One prisoner at that same meeting said this:

You'd better realize that the only way you're
goingtO help prepare us to-make it op the out-

`-side so that we don't.come back in is by begin-
nihy to show that you trust us a little. That's

the name of the game,

That was Willy the Wiggler talking fifteen years
later.

*1.

If you believe people are garbage you treat them like gar-

bage, and what's worse, they'll behave like garbage.
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SURVIVAL KIT FOR VOLUNTEERS

by SHARON HARRELL

a

NAT
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Using the Institutional Care Services Division of the Depaftment
of Human,Resources, Harrell outlines, in'detail, the components,.
of effective management of volunteer programs. Notice is tqlcen
of proper preparation for, and utilization of, volunteers.
Guidelines for working with groups of adolescents are providAd.,
This case-study illustrates many of the facets of vaunteeiwork
which are amenable to correctional use.

This speech was given at a SCMTC workshop entitled, "The Female
Offender," in Ocala, Florida, Jun'i 14, 1973.
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A typical student at the InstitutiOnal,Care Services
Division LICDS) will be a black District of:Columbia'
resident, ages 14 to 18 years, from a mufti-problem
family (often with only one garent),.living
near the poverty levq. He or she will have a history
'Of failure in scilool, be strongly peer-oriented, and
rwequently. have some history .with narcotics.

i

'MAPL'E GLEN SCHOOL: .(Laurel, Maryland) Houses 150 young
people (male' and_female, ages 10-18)` who are commit-
ted by the -court as' eing Persons in Need of Super-
visioni (PINS)`. They typically have come to the
atteltionof,the authorities for a series of rela-

- tively minor Offerises (truancy, beyOnd parental
control,.et8.) . Average stay is 6 months.

- CEDAR MOLL SCHOOL: (Laurel, Maryland) Houses 250 young
. . ..people.(all but 20 male, ages 9-18) who are adjudi-'

.

*cated "delinquent" by-the court and have been involved
in a wide range of offenses, usually not involving%

.

violence. Average stay is 12'months.

. *

OAK HILL YOUTH CENTER: (Laurel, Maryland) Houses 100
older (16=i8), more aggressive male delinquents.
Approximately 50% of the students have a previous
institutionalization, 70% have a narcotics ciistory,
and 65% are committed on'a charge that involved vio-
lence. Average stay is 9 months.

DETENTION STUDENTS: Young. people who are in detention
,..statUs awaiting court action are placed at Cedar

. Knoll ,and Oak Hill. The turnover is rapid, with
many students staying less than a week.
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VOLUNTEER JOBS AT THE

. INSTITUTIONAL CARE SERVICES DIVISION
.

GENERAL d'AtEtoRIEs:

IndividwWtponsor. Act& as a parent - substitute for
a student,' visits him, takeshith 'on off-grounds

,

trips, etc. Wor.ks.closely with the Institutional-
..

Social'Worker.
..;

llobby/Interes-fi Groups. Are small' (usually leqp than
vodunary,clubs that .meet once .& week with a

volunteer or counsAlor.jeader. Do.you.have a skill
)that yOUng people would enjoy.,learning?
I

.

.

Tutors work in the hcotta4b.wathP:studentp on a one-
to-one basis' atleas oncea week, providing.
remedial apd_enricment work, mostly in communica-
tions skills -. = reading; c,*1;ting, and talking.

Since.the students.do.not have "homework" to be
helped with,:the tutor needs to be imaginative in

' the dhoice of materials to,:be::usett. Spbcial
materials_ dan often' be Otained with one ,week's
advance notice to the Vollineer Services OffiCe.

Cottage Sponsors: A group or club may sponsor a
cottage. They agree to come at, least once a month,
preferably more often, and they plan with the
cottage counselors for activities that will interest
the young people.

Oneformat for activities in a cottage sponsorship
prograth Which is usually quite successful is a
"cafeteria" style program.' The several members of
the group each have an activity or interest planned

cooking,a craft, checkers, bingo,
they 'each work with those students who

. are interested in that activity, .No attempt is
made to involve all of the .students with volun-

. teers, but those who are interested 'have a number
Of choices.
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Cedar, Kndll-School ;

Indiv idual sponsors
Hobby/interest groups
Tutors

.
sponsors

'Recreation aides (coach
.

Min

Maple Glen School,

,

.Individual sponsors
Hobby/inte/.est groups
Tutors .

dottage spOnsors

MakOiH YOuth Center

:Individual sponsors (must be male ult)

Hobby/Interest:grodPs 2 ,

Tutors
Young ladies to.attend dances and socials
Recreation aides (coach varsity sports)

sports sudh47s

.VOLUNTEER PROCEDURE:,.

t2

BEFORE YOU BEON

Certain procedures aee established for the
beginning of your serVice at the ICb1). They
serve three purposes:

to give Vou enough information about, and exposure
to, the institution- -its atmosphere, it students,

,its'staffoitsdistance from where you ,five---to
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I decidewhekher; yo9 want to make the kind of substantial
.Cornifijtment of your time and energy that wi I I make a
vo I urrteer expecience worfhwh 1 I,e for our students ;and for

'you.."

I' to' 'give, the ..JCSD .staff a chance to get to know _you well
- eliktigh to make some judgment as to your suitability as

a. yoJuntteer, your reliability and promptness, and the
.cap4c i-ty .i n wh dh you '0. service would be the most reward-

, i hg ,to ydu and most benef i c ia I to our students.

. to begin to teach' you, or refresh in your memory, some
the basic Is, both relational and programmatic,

involved 'in wofking with any young people, and, rocre
sp.,ci.f lea I ly, with hosti le/aggressive del inquent young
people. .

.

INTERVIEW: Your first step at the ICSD should be
either` a group or individual interview with the
Volunteer Services Coordinator. The coordina-
tor will want to know something about your back-
ground,. education, interests, and skills,, and

'win. give you; a chance to ask, any general ques-
tionet4t you may have. At the time of the
interview, you will fij11 out'a registration

',form, and the dates will be set for your train-
ing sessions..

REGISTRATION: A standard Social Rehabilitatig;--
Admifiistration form is used. Be certain to fill
in references, and U.S./ .FIS10.,111

o

TRAINING generally consists of two sessions, each
of3-4 hours. The first is an orientation
session that covers, Ipiefly, the nature of the
institution, the background and culture of the
students, their stay here, and some of the,

4 skills involVed in working with delinquent young
people. The, second session is usually a,"program
workshop" designed to teach you specific:, grogram
skills 'that may be useful (tutoring, drama, A
crafts( etc.).

ASSIGNMENT to aspeoific cottage, groUp, or staff
person usually occurs between yOur first and
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second training sessions, so that, at the
second, we can deal in,more detail with the
particular skills that yoU will need to,
begin your service.

AFTER YOU BEGIN TO WORK

Sign in There is a "Volunteer Sign In" book in
the control office or desk where you (or some
member of your group) must sign your time in,
time out, and assignment. This is necessary
for record-keeping, and also that the security
guards and "O.D.'s" will know that your pres-
ence and car are authorized on grounds.

Be On Time: This is important for any activity, but
absolutely essential if you are working with a
group outside a cottage as this involves a num-
ber of students being-moved to an area for your
activity. We will try very hard to have the
proper students present at the proper time, but
only if we can count on your being there on time

Check Out Time is°9 o'clock!!! One of the most frequent
complaints about volunteers is that they get so
wrapped up in their activities that they forget
about the time. Cottage details, showers, can-
teen time, d sometimes cottage meetings heed
to take place between the time you leave ,and
J0:00 P.M. Keep track of the time, and don't put
the counselor in the uncomfortable position of
having to ask you to leave. If you are working
with a group outside of -the cottage,. your
activity must end by $:30 P.M.

Clearing Activities: Be sure to. discuss a y prospec -.
tive program with the cottage volOreAr coordi-
nator. He or she will help you decide whether
or not it is feasible, and will take care of
clearing it with other staff, administration, etc.

Cancellation: If you find that you must cancel an
activity,'or if you are not able to make a regu-
larly scheduled vigit-, call the cottage and the
volunteer office.
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Tel:Thone: When you want to call one of the ICSD
institutions, call 776-7014 or 725-3600 and ask
the operatorfor the cottage or area ("-Cedar
Kndll - Hayes Cottage") that you want. She will
probably transfer you, not to the cottage, but
to the control office. When'thecontrol clerk
answers, give your name, and saythat you are a
volunteer. "My, name is Mary. Greene. I am a
volunteer in Hayes Cottage. Would you transfer
me?" The control clerk will then signal the
operator and have you connected.

As a_volunteer, you are entitled to free
meals in the staff dining room (loca'ted in the ,

dining room building in each/institution). Tell
the culinary staff Member on,the serving line
that you are a volunteer, and ask to sign the
volunteer book.

'ICSD STAFF--:ANI? YOU*

The person most important to your success and achieve-
ment'at the ICSD is the staff,oembe6 with whom you work
(cottage counselor, teacher, social worker, recreation
staff member). In fact, technically, your only function
as'a volunteer is "to assist staff members in their
duties . . ." While this is sometimes rather broadly
interpreted, it is good to remember as a basic guide-
line.

Over the years, volunteers who have taken the time to
develop a relationship of mutual res2ect and encourage-
ment with the staff with whom they wdrk (or who work
with students with whom they are involved) have almost
uniformly had successful and rewarding volunteer experi-
ences. Those who have been cavalier; presumptuous, and
condescending in their relationship with staff members
have found their achievements to be short. lived, their
programs often stymied, and their trips to th4 institu-
tion increasingly lonely.

Relating to delinquent teenagers is frustrating under
thebest of circumstances. None of U9, staff or volun-
teers, would last, very long without mutual encourage-
ment, and it is in this area that staff members and
volunteers have the most to offer each other.
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CLUES FOR YOU

1. No matter how 'good your intentiops may be, or how
much technical skill you may have in some other area,
it is safe to assume that the staff member knows more
about delinquent teenagers than you do. He is the
expert. He has the wisdom gleaned from years of every
kind of expertence with delinquents. He has the
"sixth sense" necessary to maintain discipline or
order that you lack. He is usually sensitivec:,to when
a boy'or girl needs a little special attention or
understanding.

2. If the staf-member didn't seriously care about
young people, he coul ind plenty of other jobs that
would probably pay more, .ave better working hours and
conditions, and not inliolv sixty commuting miles
every day. Remember this.when he seems overworked,
hasty, or callous. You don't care more than he does.
(And, if you last long enough, you will develop your
own callouses. They are a necessary protection, and,
like callouses on your hands, free you to do 'a more
effective job.).

3. The Counselor or other staff member is responsible
far the students, in and out of the'cottage. If you
make an error injudgmerit and students run away, or
act out, or destroy property, he hag to write the
"Unusual Incident" report:' Your error is dismissed as
'the mistake of a 14e11,-intentioned-bilt untrained
pergola." He s accountable for "negligenCe," "failure
to supervise," "inattention to duty,'1etc. So, in
cases of disagreement, the counselor's judgmentmust
prevail'.

4. One of the easiest stances for the volunteer to
fall into, vis-a-vis the staff member and the student,
is that of being on the student's side. "against" the
establishment-. He doesn't understand you . . . but I
do." "He won't let . . . but I will." "He enforces a
whole lot of meaningless rules . . . but you and I
understand that they aren't important."

Students, like any children, are yery alert to the
possibilities of playing one adult against another,
and do it with consummate skill (with the same sort
of destructive results that it brings about in any
family or group). It is true that, as a volunteer,
you are much freer to relate to students in certain
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ways, especially "permissive" ways, than staff mem-
bers,are. You don't _have to maintain discipline of
a large group over a period of time, so you can
stretch more rules and get away with it. It is

. exactly for this reason that it is so important that
you support the staff member, both verbally to him,
and always to the student.

(And remember for the record, that if you get invol-
ved in a relationship of mutual sabotage, rather
than support, with the counselor with whom you work,
he has far more opportunity than you do--and is just
as effective!)

5.* Don't be afraid to make mistakes.. The most
skilled program people make/them. But when ou have

responsible -staff person first, before you me ion
a scheme or plan or-ideailways discuss it 'th the

it to the students.

If you neglect to do thi , and the activity is inap-
propriate, you may be fo ced to explain ta,a dis-
appointed group of stude is why the idea won't work.
Or, if security, life, or imb aren't threatened,
the staff member may let yeita\go ahead and perpetrate ,

a "disaster" without warning you., In any case, he
will be likely to resent your presumptuousness, and
you will find your relationship and your program
deteriorating. ,

0

WHAT YOU HAVE TO OFFER THE STAFF
41-

Fresh Ideas: Most of us, no. matter what our jobs are,
MO to becotne-routinize'd in them. Some of this
is necessary, but we all get to the point'where
it is difficult to think up new ideas; we hesi-
tate to experiment with new forms; we need
encouragement to see an old situation in a new
light. your very inexperience and enthusiasm,
if it is tempered with the staff member's wisdom;
can make for a team with a really "new thing." 4'

-Freer rq,lationships: This one is dynamite, and must be
very carefully used. But it is true that at
times%you can give an individual student a kind
of attention and caring that the .counselor or
other staff member can't. (Not tecause he
,doesn't know how, or doesn't see the need, or
Wouldn't like tor., but because he.ismore bound
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tb authoritarian forms in his relationships
b cause of the pressure of time, the numbers
f students involved, and the need to main-
ain a relatively constant standard of dis-'
cipline with the group.) Often, if you have
a mutually nonthreatening relationship with
a staff member, he will be the one to point
out a student with special needs, and you can
really "assist" him in his work.

Ski Is and Program Resources: Just as the counselor
or other staff member is an expert in his
field, you have your own areas of skill and
interest. Most of the help you will give will
be programmatic. You know how to teach sketch-
ing, put on a play, choose a film; you have the
resources to buy cookies and punch; you have the
contacts to arrange an educational trip. If
this is planned with the staff member, especially
if it fulfills some plans orpet dreams of his,
rather than, as too often-,happens, is dictated
to him, it can be a real hluilding block in your
relationship, and far more likely to make a hit
with the students,

WHAT A COUNSELOR DOES

I n

1

General: The counselor's duties include:. providing
custody, maintaining discipline, being sure that
students observe proper,hygiene habits and keep
their living area clean: doing regular group
counseling and individual counseling as the need
arises, and keeping regular records of each
student's progress.

1

Special types ofr-counselors are:

/. Cbttage Recreation Counselors. Duties-include meet-
ing with the Recreation, and Volunteer Services
Council, which acts in an advisory.capacity to the
Recreation Director and V Ainteer Services Co-
ordinator; setting up a elping to superyise
cottage recreation act vi ies; and ordering And
distributing cottage r atioft supplies And
equipment.

.
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2. Cottage Volunteer Coordinator (usually is the
same person as the Recreation Counselor) .

Duties include conducting cottage briefings
for volunteers assigned to his unit, providing
liaison between volunteers and other depart=
ments whose services may be necessary to sup-
port their program (school, culinary, trans-
portation, etc.) , and reporting on their
activities to the Volunteer Services Coordi-
nator. lk

3. Senior Counselor, is in charge of the cottage.:.
Duties include supervising counselors, schedu-
ling coverage, preparing- time cards,. attending' '"
senior counselors' and institution review
meetings, and Irving as Activities "O.D.'"

4. Activities is the Senior.or Chief
Counselor who is in charge of student activities
and movement on a given morning 'or evening.- He
is chiefly involved with volluateers because his
duties include being Sure that students arrive',
on time for interest groups and. actiVitiesi
that they are picked up'vihen the.,activity is
over if they axe not accompanied by a Counselor;
and that the ,area, is Open before activities and
secure .when they are over

GUIDELINES FQR WORKING WITH

GROUPS OF ADOLESCENT - DELINQUENTS

1 . Like 'People. Ile -light in them. , ,tanc1 enjoy}
them_ in their framework, with-,their valti and their.
culture. Observe them;:' tbidy.,-t..hpni;., learn to under-
,sta.nd the way they think. Wand the ways.' that they
relate to each o'theT'...,. ;

,

.

2, t(Imiv; .Your Subjetct:-..43e,-9PO4.At what ou're, 4d,fig...
The young pepplei are very percepttVe -About phOniei
and sometimeS ,receptiVe: -:to almost Any

expert:-.7"ItreXent anY,new-idea ot.'p6ilcef5t.
-confideritl_x anii enthusiastically.



3. . Be Adult. Define your relationship, be sure of
it,- and stick to it. Be, if you will, a "with
it," "together" adult, or an:understanding and
Compassionate adult, but you will do no good ,as
the students' pal. -'.They Will be confused rather .

than "turned oh", if ypl, try to: dead, in adolescent
f .1..:terms.

.

4. Don't Get.:',Up If your ego is so.wpak
that it depends on having a "suocess" (either-
programmatidally or relationally). with the young
people, we don't need you. The surest-way to
lose both respect and control is to "lose,your .

cool." The students will try very hard to "get
next to you,"--don't let them.

Don't pa so much of yourself into your relation-
ship with -a-child-or a,group that you have to
respond "How coNald yrou when they "fail" you in
some way. You have tolearn to accept the trage-
dies, spiritual poverty, viciousness, callous-
ness, and mute appeals of the children, and still
sleep at night,

.Be in Charge. Don't be conned, or, as the stu-
dents say; don't let anyone "beat you for your

.;',mind," or "pluck your cap. You set the terms of
the'group or activity. If they change, you change
them,, but never in response to pleading," threats,
or blackmail. Be a little skeptical. Don't to

. everythinig.the kids say at face value. _Check he
facts, if potsible, despite the way they'll likely.
;react: "What's.the matter, don't you trust me?"
'Response: "Can't afford to trust anybody these
days. ".- They'll respect you for it.

6. .Say.40." One o,the likeliest ways for a stu-
dent .to test you is to ask you for something he'.
knows yeti or shouldn't do or give (especi-
ally when an institution rule is involved). Don't
be .afraid td s4,"No" without extensive apologies,
and, unless you wAnt to without explanation.
Just; s"Sdrry, can't d it."

7. Don't Make Promises You- Can't Keep, or Threats You
Won't Carry-Out. ,Far better td 4ay "No" than to
-promise .something hoping the. child .will forget.
He. won't.' There is nothing wrong with occasion-
'ally threatening punishient and then punishing,
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but very many idle threats will seriously weaken
your position with the group.

8. Keep Your Eyes and Ears Open. Gather information,
all kinds, because, first, it's fun, and second,
it'siustful. Note an idiom or slang expression;
figure' out what it means; remember it. (But don't
use it- conversationally unless you are very com-
fortable with it.) Remember who students' girl-
friends/boyfriends are, their opinions and atti-
tudes, "in-group" jokes (but, of course, don't
use them unless you are). Be able to make an
allusion occasionally which has the students won-
dering, "How did she know that?"

9. Make Your Activities a Challenge. But arrange and
present the challenge so as to make success
possible, even likely. Make the students proud-
of what they're doing. Be tough about behavior;
tolerance',is a weakness in their system. Put the
joker out--permanently. It will probably bring
the rest closer, together.

10. Don't Preach. Don't make judgments. Don't
-offer opinions. 'They know what you're going to
say. They've heard all the sermons. Unless they
.ask for your opinion, they know what it's going
to be. Difficult as it may be, if you are going
to make any changes, it will have to be with full
acceptance of their value system, and, almost
certainly, only by example. "Shapeup" behavior
if.you will, but don't imply value judgments about
the culture that produced it.

H. Use Your Wits to Maintain 'Control . You aren't physi-
cally stronger,.and you can't get louder and more
profane, so you'ye.got to be smarter'. Keep the
students 'guessing; use the information you gather,
the names you k lod. Make your activity so inter-
WSting .40 j t.-11enging that they will discipline
themselves.

12. Assume' the Students

Than They Are. You ca
Assume that, s the
doepn' t ,get next to 'you;
make a. jokesaboutit.
"We aren't that hostil

, .

are More Hostile and More Mature
sometimes use hostility.
make it obvious that it
refer to it; perhaps even
e the group protesting,
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Any adolescent is flattered by being considered,
more "grown dp" than-he is.. Assume the ugly
duckling thirteen-year-old has a string of boy-

,p,frlends, etc.

13. ffspalareMhite, Don't Push ezOiscussion of Race.
If you feel cbmpelled to talk about it, you
probably won't be able to handle it. The students
(and staffT are extremely sensitive to racial

-,ptereartypes, and waiting for you to fall into them.
Learn what they are and avoid them-. (You won't
always succeed: don'-t-get "up tight" .ibciut your
failures.) The other possibility is a superficial
and misleading affirmation of racial harinony. As
always, take anything that the students say that
sounds "too good" With a grain_J;IaL-ealt1

14. Remember Names. For two reasons: first, it .

shows you care abdut the individual in a mass situ-
atipn. We are all flattered for someone to remem-
ber'our name. Second, there is no more important
single element of group control. In 'dealing with
relative strangers/ the kids asume*that.they have
"protective Co ring," that you will not be able
to tell t apart.

RULES,THAT AFFECT YOU

Naturally, the bestisourbe of information about
'Arles that you should enforce with the students is
the staff member with whom you work (not the stu-
dents themselves). If you are working in a cottage,
it'is'esse 'al that you discuss with the counselor
specific 1 s affecting that cottage., (Ask before
you ac These are some general regulatiTs that
affect everyone:

/7

.1*
rit and Movement: Students move from the cot-

tage to an activity and back in a group, accompa7
inied by a counselor. Don't-let them 'return
unaccompanied. Yf there is-no counselor present
during, or,at the'scheduled end of an activity,

' telephone the Volunteer Coordinator, Contral
..' Office, or cottage for instruction's.

.-"

''or your own Protection; if you are working outside
a cottage, find out where the nearest phone is, and
insist that access to one remain unlocked.
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2. Mail: Outgoing student mail must be read by'a counse-
lor. Don't agree to take it out.

3. Chewing Gum is not allowed.

4. Smoking is not allowed for every student, and is
restricted to certain places and oettaintimes.. Check
before allowing students to smoke (and never in the
school building, administration building, orout of

, .

doors).

5. Money: Students are not permitted to have cash in
their possession. It must be given to the counselor
who will see that it is turned in to the canteen fund
and a receipt given to the student.

9i

6. Gifts and Packages: Ask the student's counselo r or
the volunteer office about the appropriateness'of
gift or treat before you buy it. .

Generally speaking, any nice "perso hal" objects*
clothing, jewelry, radios- -are not permitted,
since they often serve to increase cottage tension
by getting stolen!

Nothing in a spray can is permitted.': (Deoderant.
and hair-'spray make very effective flame throwerS.)

Always "smell" any substance bef6fe you giv'e',or
lend it to a.student (or use it in crafts pro-
ject) to see if it can be sniffed for a "high."
Anything that says "Vapor may be harmful," or "use
in a well-ventilated room" can be.' Beware of the
cleaning fluid con: "I'like to keep my, blothes'
nice, and there, isn't any, dry cleaners Here."
Students have died from sniffing barbona and,carbon
tet.

7. "Weapons." If you are-using any sharp objects or
volatile substances (scissors, knives, compasses,. tubes

. of glue) in a project, count them (preferably ostenta-
tiously, in.front of the students5 before'you'begin and
make'sure that you have the same number when you pack

to

up your materials at the end. There 's,no better
security measure than the students' knowledge that you
are alert.
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